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Beshear's tone
strikes chord
with lawmakers

Panel
urges
increase
in U.S.
gas tax

New governor's address keeps
focus on future, not past
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov. Steve Beshear warned Monday that
Kentucky faces tough financial times ahead but offered words of
optimism that the state may be strengthened by the hardship.
Those optimistic words also brought the appreciation of Murray
lawmakers, Sen. Ken Winters and Rep. Melvin
Henley.
In his first State of the Commonwealth address,
Beshear lamented a "budget crisis" that he said
will "reduce our ability to make major new investments in some important priorities." The speech
mirrored others he has given since taking office
last month.
"It is my duty and my responsibility to inform
you that we have some tough times ahead," he
said. "The revenue outlook is grim. Because of the
economic slowdown, the cooling of the housing
market, oil prices and a gap between what we
spend and what we earn, we are facing an unprecedented budgetary shortfall."
Beshear. who received a standing ovation when
he arrived to speak to a joint session of the House
and Senate shortly after 7 p.m. EST, said raising
taxes will be a last resort. And he made no mention
of his proposal to legalize casinos in the state, a
move that the Democratic governor says could
generate $500 million a year in additional revenue
for state government.
"So that leaves cutting government spending,"
Beshear said. "We can bring more efficiency out of state government, and I intend to do just that."
Though necessary, Beshear said spending cuts will require
painful sacrifices.
"I would much prefer to be standing here today talking to you
about all the new investments we're maitins. but much of that will
have to wait for another day," he said.
Beshear, who defeated former Gov. Ernie Fletcher in November,
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Gov. Steve Beshear delivers his first State of the
Commonwealth address in Frankfort. Ky., Monday.
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tion under Lenning's watchful eye. On his 16th
birthday, Parker soloed in a Cessna 150 and a
Cessna 182. He was accompanied by his then girlfriend — and future wife — Charlotte.
However the Parkers moved from Calloway
County in 1966 and went to -St. Louis where
Johnny worked for McDonnell Aircraft, which
would eventually become McDonnell-Douglas
and then Boeing. By the early 1970s, Parker had
obtained an advanced pilot certificate and a career
in flying with one of the nation's largest aircraft
production companies.
But when he heard that the airport back home
was looking for a manager, he packed his bags.
"I applied for the job and the board sent me a
letter saying I could have the job if! wanted it and
I've been here ever since," Parker said. "At that
time it was small; only about 4,000 foot of runway, a hangar and a little shack of a terminal."
The airport has come a long way since then and
so has Parker. He commends the airport's "forward-looking- board of directors over the years
for any advances made to the facility since the
1970s.
"It's amazing what has happened; especially
since 1975 starting with the first 1-hangars," he
said. "It's been a continual growth that has taken
place slowly during the whole time and that's what
happens when you have people that are interested
and don't mind working all the time."
Jim Fain, chairman of the Murray-Calloway
County Airport Board of Directors, said Parker
has had a significant influence in making the airport the vital facility it is to the area's economic
development and deserves some acclaim.
"I just think it's wonderful that Johnny is getting the recognition he deserves," Fain said of the
AOPA story. "That is a worldwide magazine. It

By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (Al') — A
special commission is urging the
government to raise federal
gasoline taxes by as much as 40
cents per gallon over five years
as part of a sweeping overhaul
designed to ease traffic congestion and repair the nation's
decaying bridges and roads.
The two-year study, scheduled to be released today by the
National Surface Transportation
Policy and Revenue Study
Commission, the first to recommend broad changes after the
devastating bridge collapse in
Minneapolis last August, warns
that urgent action is needed to
avoid future disasters.
Under the recommendation,
the current tax of 18.4 cents per
gallon for unleaded gasoline
would be increased annually for
five years — by anywhere from
5 cents to 8 cents each year —
and then indexed to inflation
afterward to help fix the infrastructure, expand public transit
and highways as well as broaden
railway and rural access, accord,
ing to persons with direct
knowledge of the report, who
spoke to 1Wit Associated Press
on condition of anonymity
because the report is not yet
public.
The report also calls for
rebuilding and expanding the
national rail network to meet a
growing demand for alternatives
to congested highways.
Continuing to apply patches
to the nation's aging infrastructure is "no longer acceptable,"
and without dramatic changes,
"the nation's system of transportation will further deteriorate," according to the report,
portions of which were read to
the AP.
But the 12-member commission's proposals, which are
expected to cost $225 billion
each year for the next 50 years,
face internal division. The commission's
chairwoman,
Transportation Secretary Mary
Peters, and two other members
oppose gas tax increases and
were issuing a dissenting opinion to the report calling instead
for private-sector investment
and tolls.
The gas tax has not been
increased since 1993, and recent
efforts by Congress to raise it
have faltered over the objections
of the Bush administration. The
tax increase being proposed is
designed to take effect in 2009,
after President Bush leaves
office.
The commission was formed
by Congress in 2005 to study the
future needs of the nation's surface transportation system.
which includes roads, masstransit systems, ports and rail
lines — as well to recommend
funding options.
The report comes as state
governments and several business groups, including the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce and the
National
Association
of
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ilustsipiCallowity County Airport menepar Johnny Parker hes.aperst most of his Me hook*to
make the Kyle-Oakley Field one of the best airports in the state. Parker, who obtained Na ftrst
job at the facility when he was only 14 years old and soloed his first flight at 16, was recently
honored with an article in AOPAPILOT magazine, an international publication.

Parker recognized for
life's work in aviation
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray-Calloway County Airport manager
Johnny Parker would rather brag about how KyleOakley Field has grown from a cow pasture to the
sixth largest airport in Kentucky than about himself.
But Parker got his hands dirty along with a lot
of other people by working hard on building the
facility over the years; particularly since taking
over as manager in 1974.
Except for a period of just a few years while
living in St. Louis, Parker, 59, has been a key contributor to continued growth at the airfield and it's
been a part of his life since he was just a teenager.
Shortly after the airport was dedicated in
October 1961, Parker, who was just 14 at the time,
didn't let youth stop him from taking his interest
in flying to the next logical step. "When it really
started going, I came over here and asked for a
job. I started working for Toy Lenning." he said.
"My first job was pumping gas and washing airplanes anything they had for me to do. He paid
me in flying time."
That move led Parker to spend his life in aviation. He wasifeatured in an article printed in the
January 2008 edition of "AOPAPILOT" magazine, the flagship publication for the Aircraft
Owners and Pilots Association distributed among
pilot associations in the U.S. and overseas.
According to the article. Parker didn't seek out
a future in flying; a future in flying kind of sought
him out. Since 1952, Parker's family lived in a
house that was located at the very end of the runway. Land purchased for the development of the
airport by the Murray Jaycees, city and county
government and other interested parties took place
in the late 1950s while he was just a boy growing
up.
On Nov. 22, 1962, Parker started flight instruc-
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Calloway County Sheriffs Department
-A burglary was reported on Cypress Trail Friday at 320 p.m.
-A burglary was reported on Skyline Dove at 3:28 p.m.
-A vehicle theft was reported to the office at 9:25 a.m.
-Theft of a starter was reported at Taylor Bus Sales Monday at
4:45 p.m.
-Theft of games was reported at Rolling Acres Lane at 5.49 p.m.
A report for theft by unlawful taking over $300 taken and the
games were recovered
Murray Police Department
-A theft was reported at Speedway at 11.40 a.m. Fnday.
-A hit-and-run was reported at Ryans at 7:07 p.m.
-A dove-off was reported at Five Star at 7:08 p.m.
- Police followed antifreeze from Aracadia Street to 703 Payne St
after a vehicle hit a telephone pole Subject Troy Underwood was
found unresponsive at the residence Underwood was cited for
second degree aggravated driving under the influence, driving
with a suspended license, leaving the scene of an accident, no
insurance and disorderly
-A break-in was reported at 1311 Vine St. Saturday at 8:16 am.
-A break-in was reported at 1404 Vine St. at 8:25 a.m.
-Vandalism was reported at 1313 Poplar St.at 9.10 a.m.
-A break-in was reported at 1312 Poplar St. at 9:40 a.m.
-A break-in was reported at 1302 Vine St. at 10:37 a.m.
-A hit-and-run was reported at Wal-Mart at 10:40 a.m.
-Vandalism was reported at 521 S 13th St. at 2:11 p.m.
-A burglary was reported at 1309 Overby St. at 3:25 p.m.
-Saturday at 7 20 p m Amanda Leonard, 18, of Big Sandy,
Tenn , reportedly ran a red light at 12th and Main Streets and
struck the passenger side of a vehicle driven by Joseph Ryan,
64. of Murray. Ryan's passenger. Betty Ryan, 68, Murray, was
transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
AP
-A theft from a vehicle was reported at 1723 B Brooklyn Dr at
SNOW GOING: A morning commuter passes bicycles covered in snow, left outside after this past week's unseasonably warm
11 18 p.m.
-A report was made to the station via phone regarding a possible weather. in Boston.
.ieft from Wal-Mart at 11:59 p.m
-A theft was reported at 1703 B Chris Dr Sunday at 2 38 p.m.
- Sunday at 5 22 p.m Jennifer McDavid, 34. of Pans, Tenn was
driving southbound on 12th Street and did not see the traffic
Assistant Public Advocate David
stopped at a traffic light She struck a vehicle driven by Tammy
Barron, who represents Bowling, also
Hall. 35, of Alm°. which was pushed into another vehicle dnven
declined to comment
by Shannon Clayton. 26. of Almo McDavid was transported by
EMS to Murray-Calloway County Hospital
-A burglary was reported at 1701 D Campbell St. Monday at
11:08 a.m
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A state offiLOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A dispute
-Cnminal mischief to a mailbox was reported at 919 N. 16th St.
cial says three Public Service Commission
over land seized for a military post during
at 1222 p.m.
employees who were told earlier this
World War II could be resolved by mid-A theft was reported at Murray High School at 1:35 p.m.
month they were being fired will be asked
-A dove-off was reported at 641 BP at 2 47 p.m.
April, after a federal judge issued a selfOWINGSVILLE, Ky (AP) — A former imposed deadline for a final report in the
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported at the intersection of if they want to return to their jobs.
16th Street and Glendale at 4.59 p.m
Celia Griggs, 71, of
Environmental and Public Protection eastern Kentucky sheriff who pleaded case.
Murray was southbound on 12th Street and did not see Steven Cabinet spokesman Mark York says guilty in connection with a 2006 vote-buyJudge Susan Braden of the U.S, Court
Douglas II. 20. of Murray stopped to make a left turn onto Secretary Robert Vance and P-S-C ing scheme has been sentenced to six of Federal Claims said in an order she
Douglas
was transported to Murray-Calloway County Chairman Mark David Goss met and months of weekends in jail and two years expects a ruling by April 14 in the
Glendale
suit by
Hospital
made the decision to otter the jobs back. of probation.
former western Kentucky landowners
-Jason Dickey, 30. of Murray. was served a warrant for possesU.S. District Judge Joseph Hood sen- whose property was taken to create Camp
York wouldn't say what caused the
sion of a firearm by a convicted felon
tenced 46-year-old Calvin "Randy" Breckinridge.
change.
-A hit-and-run was reported at 9 41 p.m
The three are general counsel David Armitage on Monday. The former Bath
Steve Pitt, a Louisville-based lawyer
-William Elliott, 24, of Murray was cited for theft by unlawful takSamford.
Financial Analysis Director Phil County Sheriff told Hood he was sorry and who represents a group of former
ing over $300 after he walked out of Wal-Mart with a computer
said he should have done more to stop landowners, said Braden's deadline gives
Tuesday at 1 31 a m He reportedly left in a small gold vehicle Cave and legislative liaison Martin Hall.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reports vote-buying. But the Lexington Herald- his clients hope that they will be compenand went north on U S 641 before being apprehended.
that the P-S-C staff was previously told Leader reports that Armitage noted that sated soon.
Murray State University Police Department
-A theft report was taken for theft by unlawful taking under $300 that Executive Director Beth O'Donnell the practice has long been considered the
"Some of these folks are up in age," Pitt
when a White College caller reported that money was missing also was being dismissed But York told norm in Bath County.
said. "Some of them are worried they
from the office of the college head Friday at 4 39 p m
Armitage resigned as sheriff in October won't see the end of this case."
the newspaper that O'Donnell never
-A caller from the Curns Center reported a wallet was stolen received a termination letter and wasn't after pleading guilty to one count of perjury
Andrew Ames, a spokesman for the
Saturday at 8.58 p.m. A report of theft by unlawful taking under
for lying to a September 2006 grand jury.
affected by the reversal.
U.S. Department of Justice, declined to
$300 was taken
Armitage was the third county official comment.
-- Information is obtained from reports.
charged.
Braddon's order comes in a long-running
logs and citations from various agencies
case that more than 1,000 former
landowners and their families in western
Kentucky brought against the U.S. government. The former landowners and their
heirs, some of whom are in their 80s, are
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API — A Kentucky
seeking a share of more than $30 million
death row inmate lost a bid to challenge
LEXINGTON, Ky (AP) — Police are in profits as compensation for the mineral
his death sentence based on mental age
after the U.S Supreme Court declined on looking for a central Kentucky man who rights under what used to be their farmleft a hospital where he was beinn treated land.
Monday to hear the case
r.
Thomas Clyde Bowling. 54. had asked after a wreck that killed his passt
Kentucky State Police say 24-year-old
the high court to consider if the ban on
executing juveniles extended to people Justin Deaton of Nicholasville faces a murwhose mental age was less than 18 years der charge but left the University of
Robyn M Callihan. 25. of
Staff Report
old The court, without comment. declined Kentucky Hospital. where he was still
BENTON, Ks - An investi- Benton was Arrested and
receiving care.
to hear the case
gation
by
the
Pennyrile charged with trafficking manPolice say Deaton was driving in Wolfe
The decision came on an appeal of a
SWEETWATER. Tenn.(AP) — The sisNan.catcs Task Forie and the juana less than eight ounces. two
County early Sunday when his car ter of a Fort Campbell soldier who was
Kentucky Supreme Court decision
Marshall County
Sheriff's charges of third degree possesBowling. who has been tested several dropped off the roadway. Police say convicted of war crimes is seeking support
Office culminated in the esccu- sion of a controlled substance
times and has an IQ in the low 70s. sought Deaton overcorrected, causing the car to for his clemency heanng scheduled next
bon of a Search %arrant Monday for Valium and Xanas. possesto extend the three-year-old ban on exe- go off the road and roll several times.
month.
night on Old Olise Road just sion of drug paraphernalia and
His 29-year-old passenger, Christopher
cuting juveniles to adults with low mental
Raymond Girouard was convicted by
eaxt of Benton. according to a first degree possession for a conage Kentucky's high court rejected the Charles, was pronounced dead at the court-martial last year for his role in the
press release from the Marshall trolled substance for methamcase in 2006, saying he cannot make the scene.
killings of three Iraqi detainees and the
County ShenIt's Office.
phetamine.
Deaton is described as white, 5-toot-10, subsequent cover-up. His sister, Joy
claim since it was not brought up at his
Bradley 13 'Thompson. 33. of
Officers of the Marshall
180 pounds with brown hair and brown Oakes in Sweetwater, Tenn., is soliciting
trial
County Special Response Team Benton was arrested and
Allison Martin, a spokeswoman for the eyes
letters of support to convince a board to
entered the house and plated charged with first degree possesKentucky Attorney General's Office.
consider leniency when they hear his case
those inside into custody so that sion of a controlled substance
declined to comment on an ongoing case
on Feb. 21 at Fort Leavenworth, Kan.
the insestigators could conduct for inethampbetamine, traftick
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KentuckylnBrief
PSC employees fired by
administration will be
offered jobs back

Task force arrests
pair on numerous
drug charges

their search
Ins est i gators
from
the
Marshall County
Sheriff's
Calloway
Office,
County
Sheriff's Office. Murray Police
Department. Graves County
Sheriff •% Office as well as a K-9
from Calloway County searched
the home and seized hags of
marijuana.
scales.
digital
rnetharnphetamine, marijuana
pipes. glass meth pipes. cut
straws, Lorotab, Klonopin,
Valium and firearms

Former sheriff
sentenced in eastern
Ky. vote-buying case

U.S. Supreme Court
rejects mental age case Police searching for
driver in fatal wreck;
from Kentucky inmate
charged with murder

Soldier convicted of
Iraq war crimes seeks
clemency

ing marijuana less than eight
ounces, first offense second
degree possession of a controlled substance, first offense
third degree possession of a con
trolled substance and second
offense possession of drug paraphernalia
His charges were all tireami
enhanced
Both suspects were lodged in
the Marshall County Detention
Center

Mich. voters cast ballots
in tight GOP primary
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A man votes in a polling station on the morning of Michigan's
pnmary election in Traverse City, Mich., this morning.
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Judge sets April 14
deadline to rule in
WW II land dispute

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
Limited Openings • Call Now!

753-6069
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071
As returns filed electroricaty.

SOUTHFIELD. Mich. (API
— John McCain was trying to
repeat history while Mitt
Romney was seeking a favoriteson boost as Michigan voters
cast ballots today in a very tight
GOP presidential pnmary.
The Democratic side of the
primary has generated less interest because Hillary Rodham
Clinton is the only top tier candidate on the ballot and no delegates are at stake.
About 20 percent of eligible
voters were expected to turn out.
Freezing temperatures prevailed
and snow was falling across
much of the state Tuesday morning. with snowfall totals by 9
a.m. EST reaching a half a foot
in some places. according to the
National Weather Service.
The economy has dominated
the GOP race in recent days.
with front-runners Romney and
McCain both pledging to lead a
revival for a state and an auto
industry ravaged by recession.
Polls showed McCain and

Romney in a close race, with
former Arkansas Gov. Mike
Huckabee running third.
Of the three. Romney is most
in need of a victory as he looks
to restore at least some of the
luster lost with defeats in the
Iowa caucuses and
New
Hampshire primary. Several
associates have suggested the
former Massachusetts governor
may quit the race unless he prevails.
Romney has played up his
Michigan roots and his family's
association with the auto industry. He was born and raised in
the state and his late father.
George
Romney.
headed
American Motors and served
three terms as governor of
Michigan during the 1960s.
McCain won the state's primary eight years ago on the
strength of independent voters,
and hopes for a reprise. He has
regained the lead in the national
polls that he enjoyed months
ago.
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aarence Meador
Clarence Meador, 60, Pottertown Road, Mumay, died Monday.
Jan. 14, 2008, at 11:30 a.m, at his home. His death followed an
extended illness.
A retired master electrician, he was of Baptist faith. He was born
June 5, 1947, in Evansville, Ind.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Cindy Wyatt Meador; one
daughter, Deborah Phelps and husband, Rex, and one brother, H.L.
Meador and wife. Cheryl, all of Evansville, Ind.; two grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Frances Joette Lamb
Mrs. Frances Joette Lamb, 79, St. Rt. 94 West, Murray, died
today, Tuesday, Jan. 15, 2008, at her home.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Autry Lee Vandyke Jr.
Autry Lee Vandyke Jr., 37, South Cleveland Street, Memphis,
Tenn., died Saturday morning, Jan. 12, 2008, at Methodist Hospital,
Memphis.
He was born June 26, 1970, in Murray, Ky.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Prentice Wilson Beaman
A graveside service for Prentice Wilson Beaman will be
Saturday at 11 a.m, at the Salem Baptist Church Cemetery, Lynn
Grove.
Visitation will be at lines-Miller Funeral Home,
Murray, from 5 to 7 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to "The
Chest of Joash," 441 S. Highland Ave., Apopka, FL
32703. Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillercom
A funeral for Mr. Beaman will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Loomis Family Funeral Home,420 W. Main St., Apopka,
FL 32712. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m.
tonight (Tuesday).
Mr. Beaman,92, Apopka, Ha., native of Calloway County, died
Friday, Jan. 11, 2008, at Florida Hospital, Orlando, Fla.
An Army veteran, he was a Broker's Representative in Food
Sales. Born Oct. 15, 1915, in Calloway County, Ky., he was the son
of the late T.A. Beaman and Theodocia Barton Beaman. Also preceding him in death were his first wife, Terutie Wilson Rogers
Beaman, and one grandson, Christopher Asters. He moved to
Florida in 1952.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lee Beaman; one son, Roger
Beaman and wife, Sandi, Bradenton, Fla.; one daughter, Bonnie
Asters and husband, Corny, Apopka; one stepdaughter, Margaret
Wilcox and husband, Don, Sanford, Fla.; one stepson, James Link
and wife, Susan, Hattisburg, Miss.; three grandchildren, Charles
Asters GYSGT, Shannon Beaman USMC, and Ryan W. Beaman;
two stepgrandchildren, John Nagarya and James Nagarya; six greatgrandchildren.

Berme (Mutt) York
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The funeral for Rease (Mutt) York was Monday at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Joel Frizzell and
Kevin Williams officiated. Burial was in the Pace Cemetery.
Mr. York, 82, Walnut Grove Road, Benton, died Saturday, Jan.
12, 2008, at 1:58 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A self-employed plumber, he was a member of Woodmen of the
World and American Legion. He was a Navy veteran of World War
11. Preceding him in death were one daughter, Clara O'Bryan, one
son, Jerry York, his parents, Amos York and Lena Hill York; one sister, Lola Jackson; and two brothers, Paul and Guy York.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Anetta Gean Myers York; two
daughters, Carolyn Cope and husband, Irvin, Benton, and Janette
Garland and husband, Gary. Dexter: one son, David York and wife,
Vickie, Benton; five sisters, Martha Conner, Lorene Barnes,
Katherine Frizzell and Molene Rudd, all of Benton, and Rosemary
Todd, Kirksey; six brothers, James, Myrl. Donald, Ed and Bobby
Joe York, all of Benton, and Holland York, Symsonia; nine grandchildren; 14 great-grandchildren.

R.L. Dowdy
The funeral for R.L. Dowdy will be today (Tuesday) at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Kendrick Lewis
will officiate. Pallbearers will be Jay Herndon, Jordan Dowdy, J.D.
Dowdy. James Burton, Hal Bean and Don Senf. Burial will follow
in the Hicks Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Dowdy, 81, Cherry Corner Road, Murray,
died Thursday, Jan. 10, 2008, at 6:25 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A retired automotive mechanic, he was a member
of Cherry Corner Baptist Church. He was an Army veteran of World
War II.
Born July 12, 1926, in Lansing, Mich., he was the son of the late
Edward Dowdy and Audie Bolen Dowdy. Also preceding him in
death were one son. Ronnie Dowdy,one brother, James Dowdy,one
sister, Mary Kathleen Bean, and one granddaughter, Taylor Dowdy.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Martha Alice Kendall Dowdy;
two daughters, Carolyn Green and husband, Loyd Lee, Dexter, and
Deborah Lewis and husband, Don. Fulton; three sons, Keith Dowdy
and wife, Valerie, and John Dowdy and wife, Vickie, all of Murray.
and Richard Dowdy and wife, Lori. Kirksey; four sisters,
Magadlene Collie, Murray, Velera Finney and husband. Gayle,
Hazel, Juanita Barrow, Buchanan, Tenn.. and Gladys Dowdy,
Indianapolis, Ind.; two brothers, George Dowdy and wife, Martha.
Murray. and Bobby Dowdy and wife, Ruth, Cabot, Ark.; 15 grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren.
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Rice praises Iraqi
reconciliation efforts
— have to be followed up by
1AP)
BAGHDAD
Secretary of State Condoleezza implementation that is in the
Rice said Iraq's national recon- same spirit of national reconcilciliation has moved along "quite iation." she said during a news
remarkably," citing a new law conference with Iraqi Foreign
Hoshyar Zebari.
that lets thousands of former Minister
members of Saddam Hussein's Meanwhile, in an interview pubBaath party reclaim government lished this morning by The New
York Times, Iraq's defense minjobs or pensions.
Rice, who split off from ister said the country would not
President Bush's Mideast tour be able to assume full responsifor a surprise visit to Baghdad. bility for internal security until
said the Iraqi parliament's 2012 and be unable to defend its
approval Saturday of the U.S.- borders until at least 2018.
sought benchmark law was a "According to our calculations
first step and showed that last and our timelines, we think that
year's "surge" of Amencan from the first quarter of 2009
until 2012 we will be able to
forces was paying dividends.
"It is clearly a step forward take full control of the internal
for national reconciliation — a affairs of the country," the minstep forward for healing the ister. Abdul-Qader al-Obeidi,
wounds of the past, and it will was quoted as saying.

RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (AP)
— President Bush urged OPEC
nations this morning to put more
oil on the world market and
warned that soaring prices could
cause an economic slowdown in
the United States.
"High energy prices can
damage consuming economies,"
the president told a small group
of reporters traveling with him
in the Mideast.
"It's affected our families.
Paying more for gasoline hurts
some of the American families.
and I'll make that clear to him,"
said Bush, heading into more
talks with Saudi King Abdullah.
Shortly after Bush spoke, the
Saudi oil minister said the kingdom, responsible for almost
one-third of the cartel's total
output, would raise oil production when the market justified it.
In a stern warning to Iran
days after a Jan. 6 confrontation
with U.S. warships in the
Persian Gulf, Bush put Tehran
on notice that it needs to be careful. The president said it would
not matter to him whether an
attack against an American vessel resulted from an order by the
government in Iran or a rash
decision by an Iranian boat captain.
"It's not going to matter to
me one way or another," Bush
said. If the Iranians hit a U.S.
ship, "there are going to be serious consequences," he said.
U.S. officials claim Iranian
speedboats swarmed three Navy
warships in the Strait of
Hormuz, the narrow waterway
that is the only entry and exit to
the Persian Gulf. They said U.S.
Navy commanders were considering firing warning shots,
before the retreat of the five
Iranian speedboats, which the
Pentagon said were operated by
the elite Revolutionary Guards.
Iran has denied that its boats
threatened the U.S. vessels, saying the incident was a normal
occurrence,
and
accused
Washington of fabricating video
and audio it released. Iran's government has released its own
video, which appeared to be shot
from a small boat bobbing at
least 100 yards from the
American warships.
The president spoke to
reporters before meeting this
morning with Abdo/Jab, whose'
country holds the world's largest
supply of oil. Bush said U.S.
consumers are feeling the pain
of rising oil prices, which
topped $100 a barrel this month.
"When consumers have less
purchasing power, it could cause
the economy to slow down,"
Bush said. "I hope OPEC
nations put more supply on the
market." he added. "It would be
helpful."
Organization
of
The
Petroleum Exporting Countries
next meets Feb. I in Vienna,
Austria, to consider increasing
output. OPEC oil accounts for
about 40 percent of the world's
needs, and OPEC ministers
often follow the lead of the
Saudis when discussing whether
to increase production to take
the pressure off rising prices.
The Saudis' views carry great
weight because of its large share
of output.
At the same time, he
acknowledged that the higher
prices reflect supply and
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U.S. President George W. Bush shares a laugh with Saudi Prince SAIman, brother of Sa4i
King Abdullay, while watching a traditional sword dance at the A I Murabba Palaace and Natural
.;
History Museum in Al Janadriyah, Saudi Arabia, Tuesday.
demand, and that there is little
excess capacity in the marketplace. Bush said a growing
demand for oil, especially from
fast-growing India and China, is
straining supply and lifting
prices.
"Oil is commodity," he said.
"It isn't something that you just
turn on a tap. It requires investment, exploration, a lot of capital."
"A lot of these oil producing
countries are full out" in terms
of what they can produce, he
said.
Asked whether he thought
the U.S. economy was sliding
toward recession, as some economists predict, Bush said,
-These are times of economic
uncertainty, but I have confidence in the future." He said the
underpinnings of the economy
were strong. and "I'm optima/oda."
His administration
and
Congress are looking at ways to
give the economy a boost.
Options include tax cuts, tax
rebates and other incentives.
Asked what steps he believed
were necessary, Bush said:
"We're going to watch very
carefully."
The Saudi oil minister, Ali
Naimi, said the U.S. economy is
significant to the oil market and
demand. "I'm sure no one will
look with pleasure on a recession in the U.S. On the contrary,
all our effort is to maintain prosperity and growth in all countries, particularly the number
one consuming nation in the
world," he said.
But the minister said oil is
not the only reason for the slowing U.S. economy."The concern
for the U.S. economy is valid,
but what affects the U.S. economy is more than the supply of
oil," he said.
State
Secretary
of
Condoleezza Rice. traveling
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with Bush in the Mideast,
slipped away from the Saudi
capital at 6:40 a.m. this morning
for a quick trip to Iraq. Bush said
he had been encouraged by signs
of progress in Baghdad and
decided that she could "help
push the momentum by her very
presence."
She congratulated the prime
minister, Noun al-Maliki, on the
passage of legislation reinstating
former Saddam Hussein loyalists to government jobs and
pushing for progress on other
benchmark laws. At a Baghdad'
news conference, she said political progress has moved along
"quite remarkably," citing a new
law that allows thousands of former members of Saddam
Hussein's Baath party to reclaim
government jobs or pensions.
Rice added that the Iraqi parliament's approval of that U.S.sought law Saturday was a first
step and showed that Iasi year's
increase of U.S. troops in the
country was paying dividends.
Bush said he would not go to
Iraq while traveling in the
region. There had been widespread speculation he would
make a visit.
One of the primary objectives
of trip is to build support for the
Israeli-Palestinian
peace
process. He said that Abdullah
asked him why he was optimistic about securing an agreement before his White House
term ends in January 2009,
"Part of my mission was to
make clear why talks failed in
the past. There wasn't participation by the neighbors," Bush
said, referring to Arab countries
that have kept an arm's length
from the negotiations.
Bush said he was convinced
that the Arab leaders want to see
the creation of a Palestinian state
in a peace agreement with Israel.
"They definitely want it to happen." he said, "and they ques-

tioned the seriousness of the
United States to rem*
involved in what has been a long
and frustrating process."
"They want to see a deal
done," he said. "The issue frustrates them."
Bush spoke to the group 61
reporters while sitting in a chair
under a gold and crystal chande,lier in an ornate room of diF
kingdom's guest palace. Bush
said he has faced persistent
questions during his trip about -a
new U.S. intelligence estimate
that said Iran had abandoned its
nuclear weapons program in
2003. That conclusion contradicted Bush's claim that Iran
was pursuing nuclear weapons
and raised questions in tht
Mideast about U.S. intentions
toward Iran.
The president said he nia4
clear that the new finding was a
judgment by independent intelligence agencies and that "a1.1
options are on the table for dealing with Iran." At the same time,
he said he has told leaders he
wants a diplomatic solution.
Tensions flared anew with
the confrontation last week in
the Gulf. Bush said it would 117e
up to the captains of the
American ships to determine if
their vessels are in jeopardy
from Iranian boats.
"These are judgment calls
and there are clear rules of
engagement," he said. Still, he
told the Iranians: "They better
be careful. If they hit one of our
ships there are going to be serious consequences."
Earlier. Bush spoke before
meeting with Saudi business
owners, many of them young
and educated in the United
States. He then visited at
Murabba Palace and The
National Museum, stopping in
gallery describing the Prophet
e:
Muhammad's life.
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'When in the course
of human events ...'
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With a thatch of white hair and trim, professorial beard,
Dr. William Mulligan looks the part as he is introduced to
1 114 •
1
• 1 • M°
the audience as an esteemed historian.
Mulli"My mother would be happy with that description,"
gan admits as he takes the podium. "but my father would
lust roll his eyes."
The smart-aleck grin, the traces of Brooklyn in his
speech. and the long list of academic cre• •
dentials and publications reveal Mulligan as
a scholar with street smarts. The professor
of History at Murray State University
announces that he is about to give a talk
on, "One of the most important topics in
American history," the drafting and ratification of the U.S. Constitution.
The audience, about 40 teachers of elementary, middle and high school history. sit
up straight and poise their pens to take
notes. All of them know a lot about the
Constitution. but this presentation promises
Main Street to provide insights and little known facts.
By Constance that will enrich even the most wellAlexander
informed.
Local
One of the most amazing facts about
Columnist
our history, according to Mulligan, is that
we made a peaceful transition from a revolution to a republic. The metamorphosis
was not accidental, or mere good luck, hut a deliberate
series of efforts to ensure that the upstart government was
aillitri•deras
perceived as legitimate by the colonies that would become
the United States.
"When in the course of human events," the professor
recites in a sonorous voice, "it becomes necessary for one
people to dissolve the political hands which have connected
them with another..."
The familiar words of the Declaration of Independence
ring with significance as he slows down to emphasize the
phrase about deriving "just powers from the consent of the
to decrease, and employment to decline.
age Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards;
As most peoplel know, a discussion
governed."
As the analysis shows, by the year
restrictions
• Various proposed access
of new forms of energy is being conThe need for a formal agreement among the colonies to
non-farm job losses are estimated
2025,
gas.
natural
of
production
"They
domestic
on
urgent.
Congress
was
sidered by the United States
govern and manage the emerging republic
to about 3.5 million, and
increase
to
of
houses
both
it
get
passed
to
The bills have
in order to help
couldn't go to 'rleneral Howe and ask for a month
would continue to decline to almost 5
Congress and congressional leaders are
curb our dependence
together," is the way Dr. Mulligan tells it
million below the present baseline level
considering options for reconciling the
As a result. the Articles of Confederation were put togethon foreign oil and
by the year 2030.
er "on the ti'.' in 1777. The Articles gave the fledgling
House and Senate versions so as to
to better preserve
An interesting projected impact found
government the power of taxation. among others, and
our en v irontnent.This move forward for final passage.
the
required that any. amendments had to be accepted through
impacts
the analysis is that the renewable
specific
in
most
Among the
has been at the
unanimous consent
fuels standard is estimated to increase
would have on our current
legislation
many
of
forefront
The drama of our early. history, an aspect often missing
economy include additional taxes on the corn-based ethanol use by almost 40
debates and discusfrom textbooks. comes alive with Dr. Mulligan's lecture.
percent, and cellulosic ethanol is estithe
oil and natural gas industry coupled
throughout
sions
RebelShays
as
such
familiar.
Name% and terms that sound
on drilling
restrictions
additional
mated to reach almost 13 percent of
with
particularly
country.
lion, take on new importance
the total market. This would result
vAtich could, as the analysis shows,
during this presidenAn armed insurrection led by local farmers from Western
ritult in an estimated average decline
directly from the provision's proposed
tial election year. In
Massachusetts, Shays Rebellion closed down courthouses and
roughly
of
Artithe
production
that
oil
obvious
that at least 60% of biofudomestic
was
in
it
CRA
Though
November.
collection
curtailed tax
Legislative International, a com- 4% over the 2010-2020 time span and requirements
cles of Confederation needed to he amended, a larger need
els be advanced biofuels by 2022,
Update
look shape Eventually. the idea of the Constitutional Conpany which conducts an overall average decline in domestic
which is good for the corn growers
By Rep Melvin business counseling
vention emerged. which meant hack to the drawing board for
natural gas production of approximately
across America. However, rising demand
1-lerikey
he st.ftes.
2 %.
and litigation supfor cropland. adverse impacts on agriD-Murray
In discussing the path to the Constitutional Convention.
analyzed
The legislation is also projected to
port,
has
cultural markets, water resource limita1)t Mulligan emphasizes the crucial role played by George
result in higher costs of transportation
the potential ecotions, and the future of cellulosic
sAashington, who gave his full support to the effort. As a
of energy legislation cur- fuels, which would result in a net loss
impacts
nonuc
production are all factors that
ethanol
Philadelin
meet
to
es
representativ
sent
states
result, all the
of roughly 4.9 million jobs from presrently being considered by the United
still need to be examined.
phia in May of I 7)47
ent baseline levels. The proposed legStates Congress. Their analysis assesses
High gas prices have been quite a
-Ws hot and humid.- Mulligan declares, "hut they nail
islation would restrict the supply of
how the legislation would affect key
the windows shut so the representatives can debate in
burden to many of us in Calloway
energy available to the U.S. economy
performance metrics of the United
secret " The Agreement was that hits and pieces of the draft
County in recent years and the need
‘i1/10US
that
fact
the
Despite
foland would probably increase energy
the
leaked
examined
not
he
It
should
economy.
States'
document
for alternative energy is needed now
costs. Higher energy costs would likely
delegates left and went home during the convention, they.
lowing current provisions in the conmore than ever. However, we have to
reduce total consumption, employment,
gave their word, as gentlemen. that the would not reseal
gressional bills:
what the effect on our econoconsider
details before the agreed -upon time
investment, and economic output. Motor
• A mandatory oil savings program
my, would be from the current Con-That was prohablv the last time in American history that
more
become
to
vehicles are projected
to reduce oil use by 10 million barrels
gressional bills, particularly in the form happened." Dr. Mulligan deadpans. earning a laugh from his
expensive for consumers as manufacturper day by 2031.
job loss and higher energy costs.
of
spellbound audience
ers will build more expensive vehicles
• A renewable fuels standard (RFS)
study cited here is but one of a
The
The TAHOE acronym stands for Teaching Amencan HistoCorstringent
to comply with the more
which would mandate renewable fuel
ry, Opportunities for Educators, and the teachers who heard
number of opinions, and opingrowing
porate Fuel Efficiency (CAFE) stanuse of 36 billion gallons by 2022:
Mulligan•s presentation make history come alive in Kenare what they really are, about
ionst
also
would
costs
energy
Higher
dards.
•Oil industry tax increases of at
tuck!,'s lassrooms Every dav they fight the battle against
what will happen to our economy given
least $15 billion over a 10 year period: cause decreases in the quantities of
ignorance. finding counter-Arguments to kids who complain.
the problem that our country has with
Basically,
produced.
services
and
goods
durprovision
• A "price gouging"
"History is boring.higher and higher energy costs.
higher energy costs mean that conHistory is not the dusty past. but a vibrant collection of
ing presidentially declared emergencies;
sumers must spend a larger percentage
people and events whose impact is felt by Amencans every
• A renewable portfolio standard
Rep. Henley represents Kentucky's
whether they know it or not. Dr. Mulligan recommends
of their income to maintain their cur(RPS) for the electric power sector;
5th House District of Calloway County
a favorite book about the Constitution and its framers, the
rent level of household energy utilizaMore stringent Corporate Aver•
and a portion of Trigg County.
i1.1111‘ "Miracle At Philadelphia," by Catherine Drinker
tion. The demand for labor is estimated
Bow en "It's the heroic story of the great coming together,"
interested
Mulligan sa!,. "It's one of the hooks that got me
in history in high school."
The Internet is another nch source of primary sources.
including the National Archives, and the Library of Congress
The Archives are online at http //www-archives.gov/national
oughfare?
a monitoring process can be
committed
Ars hives-experienceicharters/constitution.html.
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
CCHS SPEECH WINNERS: Calloway County High School Speech Team students Danielle
Pritchett and Seth Fortenbery recently competed in the American Legion Oratorical competition. Pritchett took first place and won a $125 scholarship while Fortenbery took second place
and claimed a $75 scholarship. Both students now advance to the upcoming district tournament in February, according to Michael Robinson, a teacher at CCHS.
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Photo provided
A GUEST READER: Linda Avery, a former member of the Calloway County Board of
Education, now the circuit court clerk, recently read the book "Magnificent Me" to students in
the second grade at Southwest Elementary School. She is pictured above with one of the
classes.
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Photo provided
CELEBRITY INTERVIEWS: Carolyn Shown's fifth grade students were recently given an
assignment to research various people from history and then portray that character on a talk
show with Ms. Shown as the host of the show. Their classmates were the audience and they
had questions they had to answer as the guest was interviewed. Pictured above, Mckinsey
Speight, left, as Cybil Lutington (the female Paui Revere) is interviewed by Shown.
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Greg TravisfLedger & Times
FUN WITH SCIENCE: Students from Calloway County's North Elementary School took part
in a fun science session Monday at Murray State University's Guars Center ballroom. Kevin
Douce, standing above, with the Center for Science and Industry in Columbus, Ohio, talks to
students while riding a Segway during the "COSI on Wheels" program. He said this was the
25th year for the program, which was designed primarily for elementary schools.

Photo provided
Tyler Holloway is greeted by Murray Middle School student Quinnen Taylor.

Holloway speaks
to MMS students
Leah Haworth, fifth grade teacher and sponsor
for FCA (Fellowship of Christian Athletes) at
Murray Middle School. recently invited Tyler"Holloway to visit and speak to students. The students were excited to meet Holloway as many of
them have attended a Murray State Racers game
and seen him play.
He talked to the students about waiting and why
they shouldn't wait to use their time wisely and do
well in school while they are young. Holloway
also explained that students should not wait to do
their best when they participate in any extra curricular activity. They should practice hard and do
their best at every game or event in which they
participate. Last. Holloway talked to students
about not waiting to do their best in life.
They should set aside time each day for study
and prayer. Looking to God for guidance in
everything they do is the most important thing
they should think about. FCA meets twice each
month at Murray Middle School.

Photo provided
WINTER CONCERT: Murray Middle School
band members recently performed a winter
concert at MMS. The MMS Brass Quartet,
the Murray Flute Choir, the MMS Percussion
Ensemble and the MMS Jazz Band also
played during the concert. Pictured above.
Steven Speed, an eighth grade student,
plays percussion during the concert.
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The Murray Ledger & Times wants
you to share your photographs of
people in our community at work,
at school and at play.
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When you submit photos to, ow Scene In the Community page. please
include the event, the date, place. organization or group, as well as the name at everyone
certain number at photos will appear because of space.
in the photo
There is no gualantre a submission will be published,
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Digital photos: They may be submitted to
editotrminrayledger.corn in a ;peg format.
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Photo provided
STUDENT OF THE WEEK: This week's 'Student of the Week'is Ashley Perry of Murray High
School. She is the daughter of Janet Perry. Pictured above, from left, are: Rebecca Landon,
Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtor; Perry; Amy McDowel, business teacher at MHS: and Amy
Gannon, office representative with 1340 VVNBS and 1130 AM - ESPN Radio.

Print photos: May be diopped off at the ledge' office
at 1001 Whitnell Ave., oi mailed to PO Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42011.
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Special luncheon Wednesday
by the local UDC chapter

Jackson Purchase
Historical Society
to meet in Murray
'Fhe Jackson Purchase Historical Society will meet Jan.
26. at the Wrather Museum
and Auditorium on the Murray State University campus.
At 1 p.m.. Dr. Bob Lochte
and Dr. Jim Gantt will present a program on Nathan B.
Stubblefield, 1860-1928. Stubblefield WAS a Kentucky melon
farmer and an American inventor.
It has been claimed that he
invented the radio before either
Nikola Tcsla or Guglichno Marconi. but his devices seem to
have worked by audio frequency induction or, later, audio
frequency earth conduction (creating disturbances in the nearrather than by radio
field mg
frequency radiation for radio
transmission telecommunicaiiiin
Though there were contemporaneous experiments by others such as William Preece,
Stubblefield has been proposed
as a claimant for the invention of wireless telephony. or
w trete,s transmission of the
human voice. Stubblefield's
ins entions did not lead directly to radio as the technology
works today. bill the public
demonstrations in l(N)2 and
press coverage helped to spur
public interest in the possibil-

ities of wireless transmission
of voice and music. Dr. Gantt
plans to have a working model,,
of the Stubblefield invention
at the meeting.
The society was organized
in 1958 to promote interest
and study in regional history,
especially within the region
encompasSing all the territory
in the Chickasaw Purchase of
1818.
JPHS also helps to preserve
historical facts, memorabilia,
and general heritage of the
region and acts as a resource
for educational institutions. In
order to improve public understanding and appreciation for
this area. JPHS offers four meetings and programs each calendar year. The general public is always invited to attend!
Membership in the JPHS is
open to all who are interested in the history of this section of the country. in the preservation of its heritage and in
fellowship with those of kindred interest. The fiscaUmemhership year is from Aug. 1
to July 31. Several categories
of membership are available:
Individual. S15, Family. $20
Institutional. $25 and Lifetime.
$200. New members are welcome to join JPHS at the January meeting.

The J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy will have
its annual luncheon on Wednesday at 1
p.m. at Ryan's Steakhouse.
This luncheon is to honor Lee, Jackson
and Maury, Confederate heroes, who have
January birthdays.
For more information contact Frances
Spillman, chapter president, at 435-4130.

Tiger Booster Club will meet
Jo's
Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet
Datebook Wednesday
at 5:30 p.m. at Murray High School.

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

a
Murray High School graduating class of 1983
11:30
a
Friday
reunion
class
25-year
the
for
plan
meeting to
a.m. at the Big Apple. All class members are urged to attend.
For information call John Purdorn at 753-4751.

Hazel Club to meet Thursday.

Hazel Woman's Club is scheduled to meet Thursday at 6:30
p.m. at the Murray State University Curris to plan for the
fund-raising fishing pond. Dessert will be at Cracker Barrel

Home Department will meet

Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club is scheduled to meet Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the club house. Shea
Butler, of Health & Wellness Center, will be speaker.

TOPS will meet Thursday

Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library as the library. For information call Stephanie
Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Photos provided
WINNERS: Hazel Woman's Club had two winners in the
entnes in the An Contest of the First Distnct of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs. They were, top photo, Vicki
Singleton for third place in photography nature category and
first place in photography landscape category; and Tina
Ward, bottom photo, for third place in photography portrait
category and third place in scrapbooking.

Kelsey Watson Was recently honored as the Kentucky
Farm Bureau Outstanding Youth
following a contest held at the
organization's state convention
in Louisville.
She is the daughter of Dave
and Lesa Watson of Murray
and is a senior at Calloway
County High School.
Watson is president of the
Calloway County FFA Chapter and Purchase Region FFA.
She has participated in mans.
FFA contests and won two
state contests related to her
area of expertise, sheep.
She is involved in 4-H as
a teen volunteer in numerous
activities and represented Ken
lucky at the National 4-H ConPhoto provided gress. Watson raises sheep on
CHOSEN FOR HONOR: Calloway County Homemakers her farm in the Kirksey comand FFA projannounce that Brenda Kimbro, left, is the 2008 Homemaker of munity for 4-H
extentraveled
has
She
ects.
the Year Kimbro has been chosen because of her many
sively showing her flock and
community.
the
contributions to the homemakers and
attending national sales.
Pictured right is Judi Little, president of Calloway County
Watson is an officer of the
Homemakers presenting her with a commemorative basket to Callowas Beta Club and a memhonor her achievement
ber of the World Language

various duties and events coming up this year. Office assistance. visitor guide deliveries,
and Freedom Fest workers are
Just a few of the exciting activities the Murray CVB needs
the community to be a part
Of.
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Climate Committee of Murray Elementary School Based
Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday at 2:45 p.m.
in the conference room of the school. All persons are invited.
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New support group will meet
A new support group for people who have been incarcerated will begin Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the main meeting room
of the Calloway County Public Library. The group will address
concerns of anyone who is interested in making a fresh start
and/or gaining new vocational and educational skills. A Licensed
Professional Clinical Counselor will be available to answer
questions and to provide further information. For more information call 270-227-0521.
Kelsey Watson
Club. Future Educators of
America and the Pep Club.
She will receive a $2.000 college scholarship. luggage. a
watch, and represent Kentucky
Farm Bureau at their annual
Congressional Tour in Washington. D.C. in February.

An informational reception
is scheduled for Thursday. Jan.
31. at 4 p.m in the Robert
0. Miller Conference Center
located at the Murray CVB at
201 South 4th St. Please RSVP
by Friday. Jan. 18. if you wish
to attend, by contacting the Murray CVB.
Attending the meeting does
not mean you must make a
commitment. The meeting is
strictly to inform community
members of the opportunities
to volunteer and allow for the
consideration of participation.
For more information about
the program or to RSVP for
the informational reception. call
759-2199. or e-mail enncarricoat:tourmurray.com.

Jade Michelle
Green

SHADES

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer osteoporosis screenings as well as blood pressure and
pulse checks Wednesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30
to 3 p.m. at Lowes in Murray.
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Seniors bowl at Corvette Lanes on Wednesday and Friday,
This is not a league, but bowlers will get a discount prici.
Persons may sign in at 12:30 p.m. and bowl at 1 p.m. 41
be home by 4 p.m. For more information call Nancy Rubin
at 474-8366.

An Angel Alert for an electric washing machine is needed
for a family. Anyone having one to donate is asked to call
the Calloway County Family Resource Center at 762-7333.

YOUR SHADES

rt.e With

Seniors plan bowling

Angel Alert issued

Murray Convention & Visitors Bureau looking for volunteers
•We would like to invite
everyone to become active in
an important program we are
revitalizing for the benefit of
the communits.* said Lindsay
Gelb. executive director of Murray CVB.
Volunteers are needed for

All officers, sports representatives, parents
and other interested persons are urged to
attend.

MHS Class of 1983 planning reunion
will have

Watson wins honors

the Murras Convention &
Visitors Bureau is revamping
the volunteer program for 2008
Muria!, CVB is recruiting
enthusiastic individuals wanting to gel involved with the
communits by volunteering
their time

Leal

Randy Green and Michelle
Snyder of Murray are the parents of a daughter. Jade
Michelle Green. horn on Fnday. Jan. 4. 2008, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 5 pounds
I. ounces and measured 17
3/4 inches
Grandparents are Teresa and
Mike Snyder of Puryear. Tenn
and Judy Atkins of Benton.

Hazel Lodge 138 to meet
Woodmen
tonight at 6
Officers will
but members

of the World Lodge 138 of Hazel will meet
at WOW Harmon Hall, Lowry Drive, Murray.
be installed. Pizza and salad will be available.
are asked to bring side dishes.
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Music Department will meet tonight
Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet tonight
at 7 at the club house with the program to be by the Box of
Frogs young actors group from Playhouse in the Park. Hostesses will be Martha Joiner. Sondra Rice, Joan Niffenegger.
Mary Shipley and Janet Caldwell.

MES Council will meet
Murray Elementary School Based Decision Making Coungil
.
will meet today at 3:30 in the conference room of the school.
All interested persons are invited.

CCHS Alumni will meet
The Alumni & Associates of Calloway County Schools wt11
meet tonight at 6 at Pagliai's. Topics for discussion include
fundraising and homecoming. All members are encouraged to
attend. For more information call Laura Lee Winchester at
227-3441.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) is scheduled to meet tonight at 7 at
the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat
at 489-2909 or Mike at 753-9127.

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned tonight
The Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo tonight from
6:30 to 9 at the building at 332 Squire Rd.. Murray. Funds
from the Bingo help support local, national and international
charities. For more information call 293-7061.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS• Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today at 5 at Fitin
Christian Church fellowship hall. 111 North Fifth St. Weigh-1n
will be from 5 to 5:30. All interested persons from age 9 and
up can come to your first meeting for free with annual meltbership of $24 and monthly dues of $5. For information cgll
Johns at 227-9521.

Girl Scout cookie sales planned
Girl Scout cookie sales have started by the local Girl Scout
Troops. For more information call Kandee Huston at 753-3984
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WW.Back
10 years ago
Pubhshed is a picture of U.S.
'Fobacco Company Driver Joe Ghsson handing out some tobacco up
to
William
Tynes
outside
Humphries Tobacco floor which
opened for sales on Jan. 14. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
Bernard Kane.
' The Advanced Placement and
Honors English IV has received
its shipment of the 10th volume
$1997) of Recollections, and is
isvailable for sale to the public.
Lynda Coleman is teacher of the
,class at Calloway County High
School.
Births reported include a girl
to Danny and Stephanie Gallimore,
Ian. 6, and a boy to Anthony and
Lynette Tovar, Jan. 9.

. 20 years ago
Published is a picture of Dale
Dycus and John Morris, volunteers for Calloway County FireRescue carrying a chair from the
home of Ray and Gale Griffin on
Coles Campground Road which had
major damage from a fire. Most
of the contents of the home were
saved. The photo was by Staff
Photographer David Tuck.
Births reported include a girl
to Shane Oen( and Kerry Porter
.Moody, Dec. 24; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Greg A. Wilson, Dec.
30; a girl to Linda and Steve
Williams and a girl to Amanda
and Coy Ray, Jan. 12.

30 years ago
Published is a picture of Carl
,Hosford of Murray displaying his
unique method of sledding as he
goes down the big hill at Murray State University while standing on his sled. This was one of
'several photos of snow scenes
published which were by Staff
Photographers Mike Brandon and
Lowell Atchley.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Crawford,
Jan. 5.

James David Parker has been
named to the board of directors
of the Bank of Murray.

The heavy snow in Murray and
Calloway County has caused a
rash of traffic accidents in the
city and county; however no
injuries have been reported.
Hewlett Cooper of Calloway
County Health Department spoke
about -Narcotics" at a meeting of
the Hazel Woman's Club.
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 76-43 over Ballard
County Memorial Bombers in a
basketball game. High scorers were
Stan Key for the Lakers and Robert
Koehler for the Bombers.
SA years ago
A total of $27,221 was received
by 547 participants in Calloway
County for the month of December 1957, according to a report
released by the Kentucky Economic Security.
Annette Palmer of Kirksey
shared top honors in the annual
Junior Dark Fired Tobacco Show
and Sale held at Mayfield.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest McReynolds and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. George
Williams.

By The Associated Press

ence. (The tiny republic later
became the state of Vermont.)
In 1844, the University of Notre
Dame received its charter from
the state of Indiana.
In 1908, 100 years ago, nuclear
physicist Edward Teller was born
in Budapest, Austria-Hungary.
In 1942, Jawaharlal Nehru was
named to succeed Mohandas K.
Gandhi as head of India's Congress Party
In 1943, work was completed
on the Pentagon, headquarters of
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1 Vacuum part
4 Raise spirits
9 Parrot
12 Tanker cargo
13 Alpine refrain
14 Loud noise
15 'Time is
money," e g
17 Climb down
19 Fodder storage
21 "Mad Max"
Gibson
22 Schedule
again
25 Heavy-metal
band
29 Ballot mark
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32 Happy rumble
33 Last degree
35 Great blue —
37 Philosopher
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38 Whistle sound
40 Ceremonies
42 Elec. meas.
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Bubble gum makes life
better for cancer survivor
DEAR DR. GOTT: I guess
you could call me a cancer
survivor. I was told I had
throat cancer in the year 2000.
I went through chemotherapy
and radiation that caused my
salivary glands to malfunction,
causing me
to have a
constant dry
mouth that
lead
to
choking and
gagging.
I tried all
kinds of prescription
medicines
for the condition, and
By
Dr. Peter Gott nothing really worked
until my wife suggested chewing bubble gum, which works
very well. Please pass this information on to others.

Dr. Gott

DEAR READER: Cancer
occurs when normal cells transform, grow and multiply. The
cells form a mass known as
a tumor. Not all tumors are
cancerous, but obviously yours
was. Oral squamous cell carcinoma is the most common
form of throat cancer, accounting for more than 90 percent
of all cancers. Other less common forms include minor salivary-gland tumors.
Tobacco, snuff, chewing
tobacco and alcohol are common risk factors, and men are
twice as likely to develop throat
cancer than are women. I'm
not sure this translates to more
men indulging in these two

vices than do women, as there
is no evidence to substantiate
my observation. However. I
admit I don't know any women
who chew tobacco or use snuff,
so perhaps it's a guy thing.
In any event, tobacco use —
in both inhaled and smokeless
forms — should be discontinued, as should excessive alcohol
consumption.
Cancer
patients should follow a balanced diet to avoid nutritional deficiencies.
Therapies commonly used
after biopsy include radiation
and surgery, with chemotherapy being used in some
advanced cases. It appears your
doctor chose to treat your cancer aggressively.
Radiation can affect healthy
as well as cancerous cells of
the body, with side effects of
dry mouth, fatigue, sore throat,
weight loss and difficulties eating and swallowing.
I have to agree with you
that you are a cancer survivor.
Congratulations. Follow your
doctor's advice, stay off tobacco if you were a smoker and
excessive alcohol if you
indulged, and keep chewing that
bubble gum.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Viruses and Cancer." Other
readers who would like a copy
should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter, PO Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.

ContractBridge
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
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The bidding:
East
North
South
West
I•
Pass
Pass
1+
Pass
3 NT
1 NT
Opening lead — four of hearts.
This is the type of deal that could
easily catch an unwary declarer napping — which is exactly what happened in a national team event a couple of years ago.
Both Souths reached three
notrump as shown, and both Wests
led a low heart. At the first table,
South played low from dummy and
took East's ten with the jack.
Declarer then led the ten ofdiamonds
and finessed after West followed low.
East won with the king and
returned a heart, taken by West's
king after South followed low. West
then returned a third heart to drive
out the ace.
Al this point, declarer had eight

tricks — four diamonds, two hearts,
a club and a spade. When he tried for
a ninth by taking a club finesse after
running his diamonds. West won and
cashed two more hearts to score a
one-trick set.
At the other table, declarer did
not fancy losing a diamond finesse to
East and a subsequent club finesse to
West — and then possibly being
done in by West's hearts. Assuming
certhat West had the heart king
tainly reasonable given his lead -there was a decided advantage in taking the club finesse first.
South therefore put up durnmys
queen of hearts at trick oke an/ km/
the club finesse. West took the queen
v,ith the king, but was then in a hopeless position. A heart return would go
into declarer's A-J, while a spade
shift, covered by the ten, queen and
ace, would establish a spade stopper
in dummy. Regardless of what West
returned, declarer could next attempt
the diamond finesse in complete
safety, and the game was assured.
Although the play of the heart
queen from dummy is clearly correct
under the circumstances, note that
West was virtually certain to have the
heart king. By applying the Rule of
Eleven to the opening lead of the
four — fourth-best — declarer could
calculate that East had only one card
higher than the card led. That card
could scarcely be the king, since that
would have given West the 10-9-8-4x, in which case he would have led
the ten.

Tomorrow: An artful deception.
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Dear Abby

Todaylnilistory
Today is Tuesday, Jan. 15, the
15th day of 2008. There are 351
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
, On Jan. 15, 1929, civil rights
leader Martin Luther King Jr. was
born in Atlanta.
On this date:
In 1559, England's Queen Elizabeth I was crowned in Westminster Abbey.
. In 1777,the people of New Connecticut declared their independ-

-- NINE IN PLEASANT GAP,
PA.
DEAR ABBY: "Marian" is
the one who should be excluded, for her stupidity. Our family is comprised of several blended families. We never use the
words 'step" or "half" -- ever.
It is always "my sister," "my
brother," "my mother," "my
father."
When a sister died suddenly at 47, we all grieved. When
another was brutally murdered
at 41, we all grieved. Both
times, all the sisters approached
to place a rose into the casket
to honor our beloved sibling.
Each time I turned around I
saw my beloved "blended" family grieving as one.
My advice to "Marian" would
be to buy a camera with a really wide-angle lens and leave
nobody out. -- ELIZABETH IN
WOODVILLE, TEXAS
DEAR ABBY: The letter
about the stepmom who insists
on taking a yearly photograph
of "blood" family members only
made me chuckle.
Years ago, when our daughter was 6 weeks old (her brother was almost 2), we made the
four-hour drive to attend my husband's family reunion. The baby
screamed the whole last halfhour of the ride. I nursed her
as soon as we arrived and handed her off to a cousin so I
could eat.
Before 1 could finish, we were
"summoned" to the back yard,
where several aunts were taking family pictures. I decided
they would just have to do
without our sleeping daughter.
My husband and I posed with
our son, but before we could
the U.S. Department of Defense.
get away, the cousin ratted us
In 1947, the mutilated remains
out. The baby, now screaming
of Elizabeth Short, the 22-yearagain, was presented to be added
old aspiring actress now known
to the picture. The ladies were
as the "Black Dahlia,- were found
annoyed that they'd "wasted a
in a vacant Los Angeles lot.
shot," but aimed their cameras
In 1967, the Green Bay Packagain.
ers of the National Football League
Afterward, I looked down and
defeated the Kansas City Chiefs
was horrified to see our son
of the American Football League
35-10 in the first AFL-NFL World
had been picking his nose. So
Championship Game, retroactiveour branch of the family was
ly known as Super Bowl I.
recorded with a screaming
infant, a daughter-in-law who
was angry enough to chew broken glass, and a 2-year-old with
both index fingers buried in his
nose. -- DEL IN MOBILE,
ALA.
DEAR ABBY: Out of my
parents' six grandchildren, only
two are biological; however,
my parents make no distinction. "Marian" needs to be
reminded that family is family. As far as our family is concerned, the "bonus children" are
just as much "Calhouns" as the
other grandkids. One of my
favorite quotes is by Goldie
Nash, who said, "Blood may
be thicker than water, but love
is thicker than blood." -- BRENDA Z., STAUNTON, VA.

DEAR ABBY: Please advise
"Has Issues in New Hampshire"
(Dec. 5) to speak up now. My
husband and I were married
when my daughter was 8. He
adopted her, but even after that,
when his family took photographs, she was excluded. She's
now 29 and
still remembers those
hurtful occasions when
she was not
included.
Ironically, the sister
who did it
every year is
now married
and has an
By Abigail
adopted son,
Van Buren
so
things
have changed. But I deeply
regret not saying something
years ago because it affected
the way my daughter feels about
her aunt. -- WISER NOW, FARWELL, MICH.
DEAR WISER NOW:While
60 years ago
most readers agreed that what
J.F. Darnell was winner of the
the unofficial family photograCalloway County Corn Derby with
pher did was wrong, in fairover 100 bushels per acre.
ness, not everyone did. Read
In high school basketball games,
New Concord Redbirds won 41on:
37 over Almo Warriors with high
DEAR ABBY: I see nothscorers being Thurman for Reding wrong with taking photos
birds and Thompson for Warriors;
of various family groups. Both
Kirksey Eagles lost 51-37 to Calvert
my family and my husband's
high
scorers
being
HarCity with
do
it. We take pictures of everygrove and Baize!! for Kirksey and
one -- just the siblings; the parSolomon for Calvert City; Hazel
ents and children; the parents,
Lions won 60-.34 over Symsonia
children and spouses; all the
with high scorers being Brandon
grandchildren; etc. "Marian"
for Hazel and Reid for Syrnsonia.
took pictures that included all
the children, so stop whining.
40 years ago
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COMICS / FEATURES
Adopted daughter still resents
exclusion from family photos
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43 Did

in the dragon
44 Spouted lava
46 Under par
49 Canal of song
50 Of weddings
54 Ready for
immediate use
(2 wds.)
57 USN officer
58 Recognized
60 Galleon cargo
61 Ice skater
— Babilonia
62 Sidles past
63 Before
marriage
DOWN
1 Jungle crusher
2 Respond to an
SOS
3 Juice holder
4 Something to
bat
5 — -cal

6 Attach
7 Swarm with

Answer to Previous Puzzle
BOB AGIOSE DUB
AE RAKED EMU
SLEDGE AIRBAG
PRO OTTER
OBEY OP SHISH
ESTA
WAD EIMIK
AL
URANIUM
IL
NEAP GILL SIL
GRASP OT BUDS
HUB
HELEN
BAITED TENDER
UGH
ANN II
INN
GAG SALAD EGO
1-15 C 2008 United Feature Syndicate Inc

8 Word in a
threat
9 Summer cooler
10 Sewing kit item
11 Conclusion
16 — monster

MEM MEM= WM
MOM MEM= MUM
MINIM MEMMINIM
MEM ME
MAMMEME Main
din MOM MOM
ME MEM MEM
MEM NM= Mil
MEMMEMM
MEd MIIIMM
MMEMEMM MINIM
NM MUM MUM
MOM MIME MI

18 Give a hand
20 Last box
to check
22 Takes an
apartment
23 Praise highly
24 Weird
26 — -de-sac
27 Male duck
28 Large gathering
31 — Dame. Ind
34 Garden tool
36 Nerve cells
39 Kid
41 Rotate
45 Wyoming
range
47 Resembling
48 Make shore
50 Butterfly
catcher
51 One, to
Gonchita
52 Frat letter
53 Journal
55 — you
kidding?
56 The Raven"
poet
59 Us
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•Parker recognized ...
Of*

From Front

Photo by LRC Public Information
Senate President David Williams, R-Burkesville (center), welcomes Gov. Steve Beshear (left)
into a joint session of the Kentucky General Assembly for the governor's State of the
Commonwealth address as House Speaker Jody Richards, D-Bowling Green, looks on.

•Beshear's tone ...
From Front
brushed on some of his campaign promises in the speech,
many of which came with a
hefty pncc tag. He said Monday
he remains "fully committed" to
helping senior citizen, with prescription drug costs, offering
more college financial aid.
improving the state's public
schools. shonng up the state's
financially troubled employee
retirement system and creating
more jobs for Kentuckians. The
budget crisis, he said. has hampered his ability to make major
investments in his pnonnes.
"It is not a time for whining
or 'woe is us.'" he said. "It is a
time for leadership& bold Action
and temporary cost cutting."
Winters. R-Murray. and
Henley. 1)-Murray. said they
appreciated the way Beshear
addressed the state's budget situation by looking toward the
future instead of rehashing the
past.
"I appreciated his Oriel
attention to the tact that our
budget situation relates to the
national econoniy. such as fuel
costs and things like that rather
than casting blame on past legislators or past leadership."
Winters said this morning. "I
think that was a real positive
direction for him to take."
"I thought it was very apropos," added Henley. ''He didn't
really blame anybody for the
mess we're an. but he was very
upbeat and optimistic that we
Lan get through this penod by
tightening our belts

"lie said it was his job to do
that and that's what he intends to
do"
Some lawmakers were surprised that Beshear didn't mention casinos in the speech.
"I wouldn't think that he
would have given up on the
idea." said Senate President
David Williams. R-Burkesville.
"It's rather strange. It was kind
of the big elephant in the room
that nobody mentioned tonight,
you know, so I don't really know
an explanation to that
Beshear had made a proposal
to open casinos in Kentucky a
centerpiece of his election campaign He wants lawmakers to
put a referendum on the ballot so
that Kentucky voters can decide
whether to amend the state constitution to legalize casinos.
Jody
Speaker
House
Richards, D-Bowling Green,
said he expects Beshear to raise
the casino issue when he delivers his budget proposals to lawmakers later this mouth.
Henley also noted that the
governor was forced to speak in
general terms because the state's
biennial budget has not been
completed
-They are still working on
the budget and the budget won't
be presented until Jan 29, so it
was just a pep-rally type speech
to get everybody onboard to
solve the problems."
The slate's financial problems have a bright side, Beshear
said. -It is an opportunity to
make every state agency leaner,
more efficient and more responsise ••

Beshear said he wants to
restore people's trust in state
government, and he reminded
lawmakers that he is proposing
ethics reforms, one of which
would revamp the Executive
Branch Ethics Commission.
"I am hopeful that these
measures will restore some of
that trust in government, which
is so cnucal to our success," he
said.
Beshear also called on lawmakers to cooperate in finding
solutions to the state's problems.
He urged them to avoid political
bickering.
"This crisis can indeed be a
positive turning point for
Kentucky." he said.
"I think that is important and
he made the statement that 'an
idea was an idea.' Whether at
was a Republican idea or a
Democrat idea, it didn't matter
if it was a good idea," said
Henley.
Winters also noted Beshear's
analyze the mesPeM.
"lctrto
bi'Psil
sage he was tryitig to present. I
think I'd sum it up by saying
that he was making comments
that you have heard me saying
many times that if we want to go
to the stature that we want
Kentucky to be in the future it is
going to take all of us working
together in a bipartisan and cordial way."

Elm-n*1s Now: The article
WaT written by the Associated
Press. Ledger 1k Times staff
writer limn Berry also contributed to the story.

•Gas tax ..
From Front
Manufacturers, are calling on
the federal government to raise
gas taxes to pay for substantial
transportation improvements
The Minneapolis bridge collapse. which killed 13 people
and iniured about lilt, spotlighted the decaying infrastructure
and drew new calls for addit al spending
The Bush administration has
said that raising taxes won't cut
congestion and creates additional risks tor congressional pork.

such as Alaska's infamous multimillion dollar "Bridge to
Nowhere," which has been scuttled.
In its report, the commission
unanimously agreed that Incasures of accountability were
needed to keep watch over state
and federal spending
Besides Peters, the two commissioners opposing a tax
increase are Mana Ono. Peters'
former deputy who is organizing
the 20O14 Republican National
Convention, And Rick Geddes, a
Cornell University professor

who has served as a senior staff
economist in the Bush administration on the President's
Council of Economic Advisers

goes overseas, it goes everywhere. This fellow called me
one night and said he didn't
know for sure if they would publish it or not, but we're glad they
did."
Parker doesn't mind bragging
about the airport. He'll tell you
it's one of the largest airports in
the state. It has a 6,200-foot runway with a parallel taxiway featuring the latest in aviation electronics equipment. The facility
provides air support services to
all classes of both public and
private aviators as well as serving corporate jets utilized by
leaders of local industry and
business prospects. It features
35 small and three large 1hangars (about 10 more are
planned) and a newly-expanded
and renovated terminal building
named after Calloway resident
and World War 11 fighter pilot
Otis "Hamp" Erwin. Lower
instrument approach equipment
that aid in bad-weather landings
and other aviation electronics
and other improvements are
planned.
However Parker says the
field is already capable of doing
whatever needs to be done to
serve the Murray-Calloway
County community well.
"As far as the runway and
everything, we're at a point now
to where we can serve just about
anything that can come in from
Cessnas to jets ... and that's the
point," he said. "We're bound by
not having a concrete runway
(the airport has an asphalt runway)so it's got about a 100,000pound maximum (weight limit),
but we're still working and now
we're to the point of fine-tuning."
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Since its original construction almost 50 years ago, KyleOakley Field on Ky. 783 North has grown in both size and
importance to the Murray-Calloway County area. Now the
sixth largest airfield in the state, the facility is considered vital
to the area's economic development, according to manager
Johnny Parker.
Parker said the airport best says he may have made a lot
serves the community with its
appeal to industry leaders and
scouts."Having a good airport is
key to economic development,"
he said. "For a small community, we have the best."
Parker, who has an aviation
mechanics certificate and is an
FAA designated pilot examiner,

more money in St. Louis, but
was happy to be doing a job that
he loves for his neighbors at
home. He say the years have
also passed quickly.
"It seems like just a heartbeat. It's just absolutely amazing," he said. "I've just been
lucky."
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Primary Care Medical Center's
Occupational Medicine services have

Primary it
Care
MEDICAL CENTER

• TRAINING. We have two certified
Medical Review Officers (MR0s), and
our staff is trained in alcohol and drug testing

• EXPERIENCE. All of our adult physicians and staff
have decades of experience providing Occupational
Medicine services to employers of Murray and Calloway County.

.17AC

C:

1

• AVAILABILITY. Our physicians are available 24-7 for continuity of care without the
need for expensive emergency room visits.
• MODERN FACIIMES. The new facilities at Primary Core Medical Center have
an Occupotonal Medicine area that was especially designed to meet all of the current"
Federal and State requirements.
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Most importantly, all of our providers and staff function as a seamless TEAM to provide you
and your employees with quality services that are both timely and accurate which helps to
keep Murray and Calloway County's work force healthy

Ott

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
"Quality I/V4ork Since 1937"

802 CHESTNUT STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
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RACER HOOPS

Carter cleans up on awards
MSU SENIOR NAMED CO-OVC PLAYER OF
THE WEEK,PEPSI ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

lt

aft Report

Bruce Carter has been named the Coio Valley Conference Player of the
eek and the Pepsi Athlete of the Week
ter helping the Racer men's basketball
team knock off back to back 6-0 teams
last week.
• Carter shares the award with UT-MarLester Hudson.
‘The Racers defeated Southeast Misuri Monday 79-51 and Austin Peay Thursty 82-70 to improve to 8-7 overall and
..:

5-3 in the OVC.
MSU has won three straight and it's
no surprise the Racers' good play coincides with the improved play of Carter.
His 26 points against Austin Peay
Thursday was two off his career best of
28 from last season against Eastern Illinois. Carter scored 22 against Southeast
Missouri last Monday. He has 48 points
in the last two games for an average of
24.0, shooting 19-34 from the field (.558)
and 6-12 (.500) from three-point range.
He was also 4-4 from the free throw line

and has 5.0 rebounds per game.
"Bruce has worked hard all year,- Mg/
head coach Billy Kennedy said. "He is
buying into what we want to do on both
ends of the floor."
Over the last two seasons that includes
45 games, Carter has made 28 starts and
has led the team in scoring 13 times.
The Racers host Indiana-South Bend
at the Regional Special Events Center
tonight at 7:30 and return to OVC play
Saturday at 6 p.m. with a game at Tennessee-Martin.
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RACER FOOTBALL

klETRRAY HIGH 51. HEATH 37
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MICHAEL DANN /Ledger & Times
guard Bruce Carter has been named
the Week and Pepsi Athlete of the
has 48 points in his last two games
24.0, shooting 19-34 from the field
(.558) and 6-12 (.500) from three-point range. He was
also 4-4 from the free throw line and has 5.0 rebounds
Murray State senior
Co-OVC Player of
Week by MSU. He
for an average of

Big
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the limit

LADY TIGERS SWEEP HEATH
SERIES WITHOUT MCCLURE
$taff Report

Haley Armstrong scored
double-double and led the
way for Murray in a 513,7 victory over Heath
Monday night in West Paducah.
Tigers
Lady
• The
4bounded from their Friihiy night loss to Calloway
county with their second
;Lin over the Lady Pirates
this season.
was the
Armstrong
Vark for Murray. scoring
214 points azid, grabbing 19
rebounds and displaying
an intensity on defense and
on the boards to match
her scoring prowess.
Leah Dieleman also
turned in a solid perform-

ance for the Lady Tigers,
scoring 17 points, and Murray got a spark from its
bench play as well.
Erin Sanders came off
the bench to give the Lady
Tigers energy defensively
and Courtney Perry also
contributed solid minutes
in the win.
Murray was without the
services of starting forward Stacey McClure, who
shoulder
her
injured
against Calloway Friday.
The 1..ady
to a slow start and

ted Heath an 11-10 lead
going into the second quarter, but it was in the sec•See LADY TIGERS, 28

RACER SOCCER

CBU pair transfers
to Murray State
LANGLEY, EVANS JOIN
ACREMAN'S ROSTER
By MSU Sports Information
Murray State head soccer coach Beth Acreman announced
the signing of Nicole Evans and Rachel Longley. Both
are joining the Murray State program, transferring from
Christian Brothers University in Memphis, Tenn.
Evans. from Rugby. England. started 34 out of 35
games over two seasons at CBU and recorded 28 points in the 2007 season with II
goals and four assists. She scored five in
one game against Crichton College and
earned Gulf South Conference Player of
the Week honors.
"We are very excited to add Nicole to
our roster this spring," Acreman said. "She
is a tricky forward with great vision and
the ability to score from different positions."
Rachel Longley is from Middlesbrough.
England and started all 18 games her
freshman year as a defender. She scored
two goals and recorded eight assists from
her defensive position.
"Rachel will be a great addition for
Longley
our defense." Acreman said. "She has
eacellent range with her distribution of the ball and is
vocal leader in the back."
Evans will be a junior in the 2008 season this fall.
while Longley will be a sophomore.

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
as the newest member to
Monday
media
was introduced to the
New Murray State offer4ve coordinator Keeth Matheny
where he engineered an
y
Universit
Arizona
Northern
from
State
the Racer football family. Matheny comes to Murray
was among the Big Sky Conference leaders in scoring.
offense that averaged over 400 yards a game and

NEW RACER OC BRINGS PASS HAPPY ATTACK TO MSU
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor

Huddle up is now a big no-no for the Racer
football team. A four-letter word one wouldn't
even fathom thinking, let alone saying.
It's potty-talk. dirty, nasty. The reaction to
hearing it would be like seeing Macaulay Culkin
putting his hands on his cheeks in Home Alone.
Pass happy Keeth Matheny was introduced
Monday as the team's new offensive coordinator to a dozen or so media members in the
Racer Room beneath Stewart Stadium and the
former Northern Anzona University offensive
coordinator is excited to implement his sys-

tem.

"We're 100 percent no huddle,- Matheny
said. "No huddle is now a four-letter word at
Murray State. We're a shotgun spread offense.
We're going to spread the field and create
space for our athletes. We're not going to do
a lot of things. We're going to do a few things
and we're going to do them extremely well.
"We're going to do out of a lot of different shifts, formations and personnel and make
it look like to the opponent we are doing a
number of things. So our whole concept is
we're going to be as simple for us and as
complicated as we can be for the opposition."We are thrilled to have Keeth join the Murray State football family,- head coach Matt

Griffin said in a prepared statement. "Keeth is
a proven leader and has had great success at
every school he has coached. He brings a system that fits the strengths of our offensive personnel."
Matheny, 37, comes to Murray State after
serving the previous two seasons as the offensive coordinator, wide receivers and quarterbacks coach for the Lumberjacks out of the
Big Sky Conference. In his two seasons in
Flagstaff, Matheny engineered an offense that
averaged over 400 yards a game and was
among the Big Sky Conference leaders in scoring, including leading the conference in both
categories in 2006. In his first season, Matheny tutored Big Sky Offensive Player of the
Year and Walter Payton Award runner-up Jason
Murrietta at quarterback.
He has consistently coached his players to
all-conference honors, tutoring 25 of his 28
position players over the last eight years. All
nine quarterbacks have earned all-league honors.
Matheny has also been at six other schools,
including a stint at the University of Florida
under Steve Spurrier.
"Will I wear a visor? No. I won't be wearing a visor!" Matheny answered when asked.
As for the talent at Murray State, Matheny
•See MATHENY, 213

THE KEETH
MA'THENY FILE
Keels Matheny Offensive
CoordinatosOuarterbacks
Born: Nov 19 1970
College: Florida,
1993
Family: Married to
the former Cory
Krantz They have a
six-year-old son.
Truman, and a 2year-old daughter.
Carter Rose
Matheny's Coaching Chronology:
2006-07: Northern Anzona University.
Offensive CoordinatonOuarterbaclis
2004-05: Missoun Southern State
University. Assistant Head Coach/Offensive
Coordinator.
2003: Wichita Falls Thunder, Head
Coach/Wichita Falls (Texas) Rider HS 0
Coordinator
2002: Midivestern State University,
Offensive Coordinator
199940: Truman State University.
Offensive Coordinator
19974113: Scottsdale (Ariz.) Community
College. Offensive Coordinator/Recrulting
Cooninellor
HISS: Sunnyeide High School. Defensive

Coordinator
1111002: University of Florida. Student
Assistant Callan

KENTUCKY BASKETBALL

Blue-collar 'Cats? Gillispie likes effort
ly plucky defense, clutch shooting and gritty play down the
fives.
highno
,
fireworks
tilo
stretch, that the first-year coach
qprely even a smile.
through
t Sorry. but Kentucky coach may finally be getting
players.
his
to
win
one
knows
Ily Gillispie
The Wildcats beat a ranked
even if it was knocking
for the first time in 12
team
from
t
Vanderbil
13
No.
thenblowing a 16-point
despite
tries
Wildthe
the unbeaten ranks as
lead and losing doeats did in a double-overtime second-half
Jasper
*rider on Saturday — won't everything guard Dernck
trase the memories of his team's to a sprained left knee.
It was the kind of game
#iggish start.
may have lost two
Kentucky
namesigns,
Still there are
..
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —

minutes.
weeks ago. Yet rather than ing 50 hellish
compete for one
don't
"You
res
Commodo
the
after
panic
work like that,"
roared back. Kentucky simply play, it doesn't
don't comwent to work defensively, hold- Gillispie said. "You
play stand
one
have
and
pete
field
a
without
ing Vanderbilt
play after
after
play
It's
out.
goal in the second overtime.
If you're going
Asked Monday if there was play after play.
you've got to
a point during the game when to compete.
and I think
grinders.
become
he realized the Wildcats were
becoming."
starting to adapt to his blue- that's what we're
effort that
of
kind
the
It's
just
collar philosophy. Gillispie
finally produeed a
shrugged his shoulders and may have
credited his players for SUINIV•See WILDCATS, 28

ED REINKE / AP
After beating ranked Vanderbilt, Gillispie and Kentucky
will try to keep up the winning as they hit the road
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Cardinals, Blue Jays finalize Rolen for Glaus trade
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Scott Rolen was
traded from the Si. Louis (.'arthrials to the
foronto Blue Jays on Monday for Troy
(Haus in * swap of All-Star third basemen that was finalized alter both players
passed physicals.
Itolen became the second St. Louis star
to join Toronto in the offseason The Blue

Jays signed former Cardinals shortstop
David Eckstein, the MVP of the 2006
World Senes, to a one-year contract earher.
j
The 32-year-old Rolen hit a total
only 35 home runs the last three years
while being hindered by a left shoulder
injury that has required three operations.

He and Tony La Russa have clashed since
the 2006 postseason. when the manager
benched Rolen.
The Cardinals postponed a formal news
conference until Wednesday due to the
weekend death of Marty Hendin, the team's
vice president of community relations. For
now, La Russa wanted to keep his cornmentr-brief.

Morris says no to Boyle County job
FORMER BAYLOR, KENTUCKY COACH
TURNS DOWN KY. HIGH SCHOOL OFFER
DANVILLE. Ky.(AP)— Guy
Morriss. who was fired from the
bead coach's lob at Baylor in
Nosember and coached previously at Kentucky, on Monday
,kalined an offer to become head

coach at a high school near Lexington.
Morriss, who had a 9-14 record
at Kentucky during the 2001 and
'02 seasons, was offered the vacant
coaching job at Boyle County

High School. which is about 30
miles south of Lexington. Morns.% owns a farm in the area and
was considering a return to the
state.
"He said it just wasn't the
nght time in his life to make
this move," Boyle County athletics director Jim Spears said
Monday afternoon.
Morriss was fired after five

•Matheny
From Page 1B
doesn't see the cupboards as
being bare.
"I think they have a lot of
talent here,- Matheny said. "I'm
impressed with Jeff (Ehrhardt),
I think Chris Franklin is a very
gOod football player. We have
some other guys too that can
be contributors. I'm very excited to see what they can do in
spring ball"
Matheny added that he
behest:s one of the best common denominators an football
is competition. With that being
said, it will be a preaching
point that will he adopted when
he returns from Flagstaff.
-One of the things that we
are going to do as an offensive stall and an of
unit
is we're going to breed competition. Everyone is going to
feel like there is a guy right
behind them, on their back,
pushing them We're going to
make sure we put them in that
position to really achieve their
hest. I think there is an opportunity to do that at quarterback, running back I think
there are enough gu!,s on the
offensise line that we can shuttle guys around and a kit of
receivers that can go out and
make plays."
Matheny left a Lumberjack
program that he believes will

di It's the rigid time to be at
Murray State. In my opinion, I think
the program is right there,
headed to make a big jump. PI
— !teeth Matheny
New Racer offensive coordinator on his thoughts about
leaving Northen Arizona University for Murray State.
contend for the Big Sky Conference title this season. Still.
his decision to leave Arizona
parlayed on the fact that financially, Flagstaff is an expensive place to live and he likes
the direction that the Racer
football club is going under
Griffin. who enters his third
season as head coach.
"It was a tough decision."
Matheny said about leaving
Northern Arizona. "At the same
time, the cost of living in
Flagstaff is extremely high.
Murray State does a nice job
of taking care of their coaches. They made it a very attractive situation, plus the cost of
Its ing and what I think is a
great family- town. I really like
Coach Griffin, I think he's
heading places. I think he's
going to do great things with
the program and I'm excited
to be a part of it I just real-

24th Annual

West Kentucky

ly felt like early on it was a
tough decision, but once 1
familiarized myself with everyone in the program and got to
see how much talent is here,
look at the community, I felt
like it svas a definite no-brainer. We're very excited about
it.
"It's the right time to be at
Murray State. In my opinion.
I think the program is right
there, beaded to make a big
jump and stndes."
And talk about familiarizing yourself with your new
program.
Shortly after Matheny was
introduced to the media. MSU
Sports Information Director
Dave Winder joked that he was
going to have the band play
prior to his introduction.
Matheny quipped: "1 think
Racer One should be running
around!"
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BOAT

FREE
Admission

January 18 - 20 2008
Regional Special Events Center
Murray, KY
(Highway 121 By-pass,lust across from Lowe's)

BOATS* BOATS c BOATS
Tackle, ATV's, GPS, Tourism Et More
Seminar Schedule

Show Hours

Fnda . Janus

Friday
4:00•9:00 p.m.
Saturday
10:00 a.m. • 8:00 p.m.
Sunday
11:0I a.m.•4:00 p.m.

5.10 p.m

Sidesc an Sonar

11.00 a m

Crappie Fishing

¶1)0 p

SkiescaCI

Patrick

TechnoiotY

Jerry

Sonar Technology

310 p m

Finesse Tectedours for Bass

5:00 p m

New

6:30 p m

Sidman Sonar Technology

1:00 pm
2:30

11111144.
7 71
•t's

p.m.

I

BOYS
Rank-School
FPV
TP
Red
Ti Les Catholic
(7)
15-2
78
T1 Mason Co
(1)
15-3
78
3 Scott Co
10-7
65
4 Len Bryan Stalion(1)
15-1
61
5 Lou Male
12-1
55
6 Elliott Co
14-1
32
7 Lou Jellersonlown 13-3
31
8 Coy Holmes
13-1
18
9 Lex Paul Dunter 14-2
13
10 Shelby Valley
•
It
12-1
Others receiving vole*: Lbw Heights
8 Lou Ballard Et George Rogers Clint
8 June Buchanan 7 MuMenberg Noon
5 Shelby Co 5 Henderson Co 3 Lou
Eastern 3 Boone Co 2 Coy Catholic 2
GIRLS
Rank-School
FPV
Red
TP
1 Ley Catholic
15-2
15)
77
2 Lex Paul Ounbar(1)
181
81
3 Elizabethtown
(1)
12-5
54
4 Lax Christian
11-2
47
5 Lou Manual
(1)
12-3
44
6 Montgomery Co
13-3
38
7 Lou Butler
14-2
35
8 Lou Iroquois
13-1
24
9 Marion Co
14-1
18
10 North Harden
12-4
15
Others receiving votes: FranktonSimpson
12
Henderson Co
6
Calloway Co. 3. Central Hardin 3 Poke
Co Cordial 2
Ali Akeockeled Prep nrienbent in Kentucky are
&vibe to whoosh ak the hob school basket
bell poll Those ono weed tor Isle was's CCL
ere Th. Coonor-Journet Loolei.. The
Pooucan Sun Tti• Kentucky &meet Foil
Michel Omeneboro theeeengetenquiret The
Ledger Independent The Aposiadran NewsE•Pross Peen** The Winches* Sun
NIKke WSON

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 •1702 HWY 121 N

AcNentsers

te-maat stuort . olekander ..ketbins.com

the first

KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD
Monday's Scores
By Theilleedelaled Press
Beeludbell
Beedwrood 62, Ludlovi 41
Built East 61. South Oldham 50
Calvary Christian 78, Savor Grove 61
Cumberlend 55. Bell Co 32
Henry Co. 63, Trimble Co 49
Lou. Atherton 79, Bullitt Central 51
Lou Holy Cross 51. Providence Ind 49
Lou Portland Christian 62 Ky School
tor the Deaf 54
Lou Southern 88. Lou Seneca 78
MuNienberg South 58. McLean Co 49
Rowan Co. 68, Mernee Co 44
Russellville 80. Whilesveie Taney 53
Villa Madonna 92, Dayton 70
Webster Co 54. Fort Campbell 50
Ws Basketball
Ashland Blazer 59. Lewis Co 35
Bardstown 72. Green Co 54
Belfry 101, Plartst 18
Bethlehem 45, LaRue Co 42
Bourbon Co 62. Powell Co 40
Clay Co 49 Rockcastle Co 47
Conner 72 Pyle 55
Danville 93 Madison Southern 50
Daviess Co 63, Hentage Hes. Ind 62
East Jessamine 71. Burgin 67, OT
East Ridge 64, Lawrence Co 56
Elliott Co 71 East Carter 54
Hgniands 55 Boone Co 51
Lei Sayre 44 Bath Co 25
Lou Portland Christian 49 Ky School
for the Deal 16
Lou Southern 52 Lou Seneca 49

Mayfield 50. Hickman Co 44
Murray 51, Pleadt 37
North Hardin 94, Fort Knox 27
Ohio Co 88, Warren East 76
Owensboro 68. Apollo 50
Owensboro Catholic 68 Grayson Co
50
Pike Co Central 69 Johnson Central
52
Rowan Co 55, Morgan Co 54
Scott Co 73 Lincoln Co 48
Sheldon Clark 72. Rose Hill Christian
42
Simon Kenton 67, Dixie Heights 51
South Oldham 51. Lou Holy Cross 48.
30T
•
Walton-Verona 59. Henry Co. 43
Whitley Co 56, Boyle Co 34
10th Region "A" Classic
Bishop Brossart 59. Augusta 29
13th Region "A" Classic
Barbourville 50, Pineville 47
Lynn Camp 44, Oneida Baptist 23
Middlesboro 76, Williamsburg 30
Red Bud 46, Evans 34
15th Region "A" Classic
Phelps 68. South Floyd 51
"A" Classic
9th
Bellevue 50, Newport 34
Newport Central Catholic 62, Cov Holy..
Cross 59 07
POSTPONEMENTS AND
CANCELLATIONS
Norert Bolin vs Lou Jeffersontown.
ccd

WM.
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!Wear Fishing Techniques

Dave Stewart

From Page 18
ond period that the Lady Tigers
clicked and outscored Heath
15-8 to take a 25-19 lead
into halftime.
Murray stretched its lead
in the third quarter and led
39-27 going into the fourth.
Though they kept a comfortable margin, Murray
couldn't quite put Heath
away in the final period,
due to some missed shots

they'll need to grow up quick
ly.
As giddy — or maybe was
it relieved — as the players were
following the win, Kentucky
(7-7, 1-0 Southeastern Conference) enters Tuesday's game
at Mississippi State (11-5, 20) as a .500 team. They're
used to much better at the
nation's winningest program.
However, following a nightmare nonconference season that
included losses to GardnerWebb. San Diego and archrival Louisville, there's room for
optimism perhaps for the first
time this year.
"Their mind-set is they're
going to be tough and they're
going to be tough throughout
the remainder of our season,"
Gillispie said. "They're getting
tougher as we speak."
The Wildcats don't really
have a choice.
Jasper's knee is day to day.
He sat out practice along with
Jodie Meeks (strained hip flexor) on Monday. though they
will travel with the team to
Mississippi State.
It's another hurdle in a season full of them. though
Gillispie thinks he no longer
has to worry about his team's
effort level regardless of who
is on the floor.
"If we can ever get everyone out there and they all have
the same kind of mind-set then
we're going to be a really good
defensive team and I think
we'll be a pretty good offensive team as well," Gillispie
said. "But no matter if they're
able to be out there or not,
they've figured out that we
have to be tougher."

INIMINMEMM-

Region

and turnovers.
Murray shot 41 percent.
from 2-point-range and connected on 2-of-13 from long
distance. Heath shot 32 percent and hit 1 -of-4 from
three-point land. The Lady
Tigers won the rebounding
battle, 25-24.
Murray will return tat;
Tiger Gym Thursday nigh!:
to take on Mayfield. Tit:
off is slated for 7:30 p.ruj:

UK, Miss. St
both injuryriddled
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky may be 1911190i*
guards Detrick Jasper and Jodie
Meeks on Tuesday when the
Wildcats travel to Mississippi
State.
Meeks sat out Saturday's
79-73 double overtime win
against then No. 13 Vanderbilt
with a strained hip flexor. Jasper
sprained the medial collateral
ligament in his left knee after
colliding with teammate Perry
Stevenson.
Coach Billy Gillispie said
neither player practiced on
Monday, but both would travel with the team and be gametime decisions.
Both players have been hobbled with injuries most of the
season for the Wildcats. Meeks
has missed eight games this
season because of various
injuries, while Jasper missed
the first 10 games while recovering from knee surgery.
Status of Miss. State
starters unclear
JACKSON. Miss. (AP) —
It's not clear how much injured
Mississippi State starters Ben
Hansbrough
and
Charles
Rhodes will be able to play
in Tuesday's game against revitalized Kentucky, if at all.
Coach Rick Stansbury said
Monday that Hansbmugh may
not play after breaking the middle finger an his left hand in
Saturday's win over Georgia.
The status of Rhodes, who.
reinjured his sprained left ankle
against Georgia, will depend
on swelling.

t
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Sunday, January 20

Crappie Fishing

CASTLEMAN TIRE
REPAIR, INC.
16110 Stets b. 121 Se.. MayfieW • 247•2846
&easy • Friday • 711111s.as.-500 p.a.
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Patrick Kin

westkyboatshow.com
270-492-6477

•MICHELIN *GOODYEAR 'DAYTON
'TOY° 'FIRESTONE •KUMHO

GREAT SERVICE
'Alignment
•Brakes
'Shocks
•Struts

'Transmission Flush
•Coolant Flush
•Betts, Hoses
•Used Tires

60$ Maui SI • 7S3•51147

TV, radio
ta.
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EsPsi — Kentucky al lAtesiesippl et

NAL HOCKEY
5 p.m.
VERSUS — Montreal et N V Wenders
TENNIS
5 sm.
ESPN CLASSIC — Australis, Opim
early round. et MiNtourne. Amebae'
2 p.m.
ESPN2 — Austrefien Open. early
round. et MelbOurros. Austral.(samede, WPC
10 p.m.
ESPN2 —
Open. *any
round. at Mebourne. Amanita
2:30
ESPlit2 — Australian Open. MN*
round. 51 Melbourne. Australia
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Lindy Suiter

TODAY
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
I p.m.
ESPN — Ohio St et 'Antigen
ESPN2 — Creighton MN. loss
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TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED BY

.lack Dewy
Patrick Hatis

anrric,

be made

•Lady Tigers

•Wildcats
From Page 1E3
detente between Gillispie and
senior guards Joe Crawford and
Ramel Bradley.
The coach has been critical
of the two main holdovers from
former coach Tubby Smith,
chastising them on everything
from shot selection to lethargic defensive play.
Yet Gillispie defended both
on
Monday. He
blamed
Bradley's teammates for doing
little to help him out offensively during Vanderbiles comeback, forcing Bradley to go
one-on-one and take difficult
shots.
Even more surprising was
Gillispie's defense of Crawford, who has spent the majority of the season in Gillispie's
doghouse for poor practice
habits that ultimately led to
his benching. Crawford started
against the Commodores, and
responded by playing all 50
minutes, scoring 17 points
despite being hobbled by plantar fasciitis.
"He's not injured, but he's
hurt." Gillispie said. "But to
tight through it ... and do as
good a job as he did says a
lot about his will and his maturity as a senior leader."
Crawford. in turn, credited
Gillispie with keeping the team
focused even as the anxiety level
of one of the nation's most
ardent fan bases rose to unprecedented levels.
"He wants what is best for
all of us. and he wants to us
improve." Crawford said. "He
is still very tough in practice.
(but) we are all growing together."
If the Wildcats want to produce any real momentum.

BYPASS • MURRAY,KY
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Management Dec nions

Kid's Area
Cont*
* Fish Pond
* Grab the Cash
* Ladies Section

Hain

Tlw Biology Behind Fishery

2 00 p.m

11111111111111111111111111
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP)— The lop teams
in the Kentucky Associeled Press high
school beekelbell poi', with An-piece
voles records and total points

SPONSORED BV STUART ALEXANDER
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Murray Ledger & Tines

CLASSIFIEDS
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers we requested to check
the first inserbon of their ads tor any
error. Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsibie for orgy one incorrect
insertion. Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made.

Lepel Now
Naga
Personae
lirumelel
Roonvaelle lane/
losi And Found
rimp Mew
Potation Wonted
Downs A Cheraw
Business Opportunity
Eleceinies
Compuilers
Wawa Parts
Went To Sin
Articles For SW
Ambrose
how Furnishings
Antemme
Leon A Garden

ISO
116
200
210
220
260
270

we
206
300
320
230
3*0
300
370

we
no
410
420

Firm Equipment
Now Equipment
Sports Equipment
Anwod
Winn
Wee Lots For SW
16306s Memos For SW
Stolle Howe For lent
Motels Wee LW For Rent
11111111011
▪
Apilmonle For Rent
Plow For liere
Howes For lion
Stowe R111110111
Cornwell Property
Pols I Supplies
1165666061 Swam
Public Sale
Land For nere or Law

smgniaasia§mg

OPAL CLASSIFIED AD RATES
010
020
0211
030
010
060
060
070
NO
100
110
120
130
140
150
110
IN
160
100

Rser Lew
Lau Prop•rty
Lola For Saw
Lola For Rani
Farms For Sow
Accuse
Mows For SW
leoloweles•ITS'.
Aulo Pens
Sport Unity Vehieles
Used Cars
non
Used Trucks
Cavrpers
Boats a Wors
Swims Oared
FM Colon
Tobwo A Supplies

DEADLINES
Fit 11un.
Fit 111A
Nor1pu
Ilon. 5 p.m.
Vet 1 pa.

$8.25 Column Inch, •O`fir Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(Al! 3 Ads Must Run Within b Day Period
Guide)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping
each
$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
Saver)
• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart

WI au

ad.
.ip
1

ii40
•

eV'.

•

u• . V:

Tim 1 pit

Stray

•

-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753
7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday
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Murray High
Booster Club
At Knights of Columbus,
Squire Rd.
6PM on the
1st Sat, of the month
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned hereon
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities,
060
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MO Wanted
CLAYTON Homes o
Camden seeks quali
tied and motivated MO
vidual for retail sales
$60k+ potential income
possible. Great benefits. Sales expenence
required.
731-584-9429.

EXPERIENCED
Dental Assistant needed for busy practice.
Successful candidate
must have excellent
attendance record and
be willing to work full
time in fun, upbeat,
environfast-paced
ment. Excellent professional and communication skills required.
Expanded duties certificate desired but not
required. Please send
resume and references
to Human Resources,
P.O. Box 166, Murray,
KY 42071.
GET paid to wave
Liberty Tax Service
753-7650
LOCALLY owned service station looking for a
self motivated, energetic and service oriented individual with
mechanical
minor
knowledge to fill a F/1'
position in a fast pace
environment. Apply in
person at 516 S. 12th,
Murray. No phone
calls. please.
MASSAGE Therapist
Looking for an
person
outstanding
who bnngs energy to

CNAVDATA Entry
Clerk. full-time. Send
resume & references
to: P.O. Box 1040-E
Murray, KY 42071
CONCRETE workers
needed to pour slabs,
sidewalks, and driveways. 270-556-5845
DAYTIME kitchen help
needed Apply in person at the Big Apple
after 2PM

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
,"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to yobnetwork_com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
website, not all hemp
the iobnetwork corn
7 are placed through
i; the Murray Ledger
Tunes Please call
•
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
•jilob listings Thank you

Insurance Clerk needed to assist in
growing Insurance Department. Must
have knowledge and experience in filing insurance claims. lob Description
includes: Coding, Re-filing claims for
patients, Insurance appeals, posting
reimbursements, etc. Excellent benefits
and compensation package offered.
Applicants may apply in person or send
resume to:
Primary Care Medical Center
1000 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Servall Termite & Pest Control
is currently accepting applications for a termite technician and
an annual termite inspector.
Requirements include:
• Pre-Employment Drug Screening
• Valid Drivers' License
• Obtaining a Certification
(Training Available)
• Crawl Under Houses

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
DrIve-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

OTR drivers needed
wages
Competitive
and benefits. Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years OTR
Clean
experience.
MVR.(800)468-6087
RECEPTIONIST in a
healthcare office:
Seeking an individual
who has a proven
track record of being
DO you love worldrig
reliable, energetic, and
with kids?
has excellent commuWee Care Enterprises
nication sidle. Must be
may be rust the place
highly organized, and
for you! Full time and
have computer skills.
time positions
Dan
Send resume torlookavailable.
ing2hireOhotrnail.corn.
Apply at:
SALES help wanted for
Wee Care
insurance
local
St.
1501
109 S.
agency. We provide a
42071
KY
Murray,
wide range of prod(70)753-5227
ucts. One of Nation's
companies
NEED full-time help. largest
experience
Start immediately. No Insurance
not
but
helpful
experience necessary.
Training will
.
required
pkis
Hourly
train.
WO
be provided if necesbonuses.
sary Send resume to:
Signmaelers
1040-R,
8503 US Hwy 88E, P.O. Box
Murray. KY 42071
FairdeelIng,
•1111011.

Must be a registered nurse licensed in
Tennessee. Home Health and/or Hospice
experience preferred. Will train qualified
candidates.
We offer excellent benefits, a competitive
salary package, sign-on bonus & a career
ladder program. Interested candidates
should send resume or apply in person.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644 8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org

MEDICAL CENTER

exciting practice. If you
are reliable, self-motivated, energetic and
enjoys making a difference in the lives of others. Send resume to
looking2hire0hotmaitcom
NEW PAY SCALE!!!
Britthaven of Benton is
accepting
currently
applications for the following positions: Fulltime LPN. We also
otter an excellent benefit package. Must be
licensed in the State of
Apply in
Kentucky.
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE.

Apply in person at:

SERVALL
‘ofh

939 State Route 121 North
Murray, Kentucky
Sales Coordinator
Homes, a leader in the
Fleetwood
Manufacturing Housing Industry is seeking a
professional, goal-oriented, team minded individual to join our sales team. Position supports
local Account Sales Managers with quotes and
order entry, creates marketing reports, orders
point of sales materials. writes and updates
floor plan literature, creates inventory reports.
and generates reports to assist Sales team in
meeting goals and objectives. Qualified candidate must have High School Diploma, but prefer a Bachelor's or Associate Degree, a high
commitment for customer satisfaction and
accuracy, excellent verbal/written communication skills, computer literacy with knowledge
of a variety of software packages. and the ability to manage retailer and customer relations.
Position offers competitive compensation and
benefit package based on qualifications. To
apply, send resume and salary history to
Fleetwood Homes of Ky., Attn: Randy Kuhens,
Ky.
Sales Manager, P.O. Box 430. Benton,
42025

MEDICAL
TECHNOLOGIST
OR MLT
a
Henry County Medical Center is seeking
our
Medical Technologist or MLT for
ory
Laboratory Department. Our Laborat
full
is accredited by CAP. The position is
time and is for the 7pm to 7am shift. The
schedule is 7 days on then 7 days off.
the
Interested candidates must meet
licenTennessee State requirements for
sure of lab personnel.
beneWe provide an excellent salary and
denfit package including health, vision,
tes
candida
ted
Interes
ent.
tal. and retirem
should send a resume or apply in person.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644 8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org
Equal Opportunity Employer

Winne Buy

i

SCRAP
CARS
I iiir) Part %
7.C.3-5500

Henry County Medical Center is seeking
Registered Nurses for our Home Health
and Hospice Department.

Primary

Our

140
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HOME
HEALTH/HOSPICE
REGISTERED NURSES

INSURANCE CLERK
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Help Waned

Help Wanted

lirPseri, Equipment

99 Ford Sterling Semi.
Major rebuild 200,000
miles ago. New clutch,
new injectors, 80%
rubber, new AC system. new shocks on
rear. Al shape_
753-6988

WASTE oil wanted.
Will pick up used motor
fluid.
oil/hydraulic
Drum exchange. Miller
D. Farms
270-436-2215
150
Articies
For Saki

LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Must
Go!
Unbelievable Deals.
Save
Only 4 left
Thousands!! Call now
731-584-9429

2BR $225 753-6012
FIREWOOD for sale:
pick-up or delivery.
Call for prices.
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424

32' Cargo mate
enclosed trailer, 5th
wheel with 2 7,000#
axles $7,500.
759-4427 or 293-3163

Equal Opportunity Employer

VISA

EXCELLENT stereo
system. Kyocera 100
watt amp with CD
player & Klipsch forte
speakers (36"x16")
$550.00.
(270)752-5000

JACKSON PURCHASE ACA

38R 2BA 14x70 with
tip out. $400 monthly
703-4768

Wurlitze
SMALL
piano. Excellent condition. 753-3110,
293-3536

NICE 2BR. No pets
753-9866.

1 Bedroom Apartment,
clean and nice, all
appliances including
pets
no
W/D,
(270)436-5496

"-OWNER
FINANCE-•
No credit check! 2003
3BR 2BA doublewide
in Puryear. Large deck,
$3,500 down, $495
monthly. Call Ruthie
270-753-2222.

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.

FORMAL Dresses:
*Dark Green, 7/8, $65.
*Champagne, 14.
w/shoes, $75.
BRANCH ASSISTANT
*Pool Blue, 14,
***OWNER
w/shoes, $75.
• Post High School Education AND
FINANCE***
• Two years clerical and office experience *Violet, 14, w/shoes &
Credit Check!
No
purse. $100.
• Position located in Murray, Kentucky
redone.
Completely
*Baby Blue, 9/10, $65.
and
on
educati
with
surate
• Salary commen
2BR 1BA singlewide,
-Black, 9/10, $65.
experience
water view, easy boat
*Wedding dress slip.
ramp access. Nice
ay, 16, $20.
Wednesd
from
taken
be
will
ions
Applicat
covered deck. 213
Call 994-0035.
the
at
24
January
y,
Thursda
January 16 through
New
Primrose,
1401
at
located
ions
HO Televis
, ACA Branch Office
$2,900
Mum)
Concord.
Olympic
down. $450 month.
North 12th Street or at the Employment Come by
Plaza to see our selecCall 753-2222.
Services Offices at 319 S. 7th Street, Mayfield,
tion of HD televisions:
Kentucky. The Employment Services Office is
***OWNER
Rat screen Plasma &
open Mondayauesday 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., LCDs. Rear Projection
FINANCE***
p.m.,
4:30
to
a.m.
8:00
WednesdayMiursday
No Credit Check! 3BR
also. LG, Toshiba,
ACA
2 bath doublewide in
Hitachi & Sony. We
and Friday 7:30 am. to 12:00 p.m. The
Puryear. Only 4 years
Office is open Monday through Friday 8:00 have a large selection
deck.
Large
old.
of entertainment cena.m. to 4:30 p.m.
ters & TV carts. $3,500 down, $495
YER
EE0C-AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLO
month. Call Ruthie
Beasley Antenna &
(270)753-2222
Satellite. 759-0901
Position Opening for:

060
Hsip Wanted

Help Wanted

SALESPERSON need
ed for poured in place
concrete walls
270-556-5845

TIRED of that small
old dull routine?
Britthaven of Benton is
currently accepting
applications for persons interesting in
becoming a SRNA
(state registered nurse
aide). Along with a
new pay scale, we
offer an excellent benefit package. Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE.

SENIOR ACCOUNTING CLERK. Fulltime, benefits (40
hr/wk). Two years of
college, four years
accounting expenence. Exchange of a
portion of education
and experience.
Excellent office procedure. communication.
and organizational
skills. Strong microcomputer skills with
excellent Excel expenence. A keyboarding
test will be required.
Click on "Employment
at
rwAvmurraystate.edu
for additional information. Salary $10.20
per hour. Apply at:
Human Resources,
Murray State
University, 404 Sparks
Hall. Murray. KY
42071-3312.
SPEEDWAY at 801
Coldwater Road is now
hiring for assistant
manager. FT hours
with benefits. Must fill
out application.
TAKING applications
for kill and part time
checker° workers who
are motivated, hardworking and must be
dependable. CDA preexperience
ferred.
Must be
required
familiar with Stars for
Kids Now requirements. Call
270-753-9356.

CLEANING houses 20
years expenence
270-759-9553
office
and
HOME
cleaning. Top to bottom. Experience and
excellent references.
Call Jackie
270-703-2975.

RENTING
OCEAN VIEW
TIMESHARE
Tybrisa Resort
svww.tybrisa.com.
Tybee Island, GA
April 5-12, 12-19
Sleeps 6-2BR, fullkitchen, dining.
Scott Owens
270-559-1092
$950/week-OBO

1BR, all appliances,
University Heights, no
pets, year lease.
$325/mo + deposit
753-4937
1BR, low utilities,
no pets. $250/mo.
753-3949
1BR, various locations
$275-$300 Coleman
RE 753-9898

**OWNER
Financing**
2005 24x56, 3BR,
2BA, $4,950 down
$649.00 month, Hazel
(270)753-1011

2BR 2BA, garage, all
appliances $650
436-5685
2BR apartments available. Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets,
753-2905
2BR duplex. nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished, Various locations, Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR. $285. C/H/A,
near MSU. Move in
free days. 753-9898

12X56 2Bed, 1-1/2
bath with tip out,
$1,200, must be
moved.(731)6443164. ask for Mike or
Kathy after 6:00

SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD prow/HD
gramming
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax
Programming starts at
129.99 per mo. + $5.00
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info.
759-0901 or toll free'
877-455-0901

2006 16x68 Northern
built Fleetwood manufactured home. Shingle
& vinyl with 10ft. front
porch and bock Nailite
skirting. 2BR, 'IBA,
$29,900 or finance for
$1,500 down payment,
$308 monthly.
1-800-455-3001

2BR, 2 bath 103
Welch Dr. $475/mo. +
deposit. 3f3R, 2 bath,
531 Bailey rd. $675 +
deposit, appliances
furnished, nice. 3452777 or 841-1599
3&48R, 2BA available
appliances.
now,
Coleman RE 753-9898
CLEAN, remodeled.
bedroom
2
quiet
upstairs duplex. furnished, $400. Smoke
free, no pets.
489-2741.

Be A

*1

RaM3
* I
* subscribe to the

UTILITY trailer, 5 x10',
single axle, wire
mesh. $400. Kathy
753-6529.

LERAER&TIMES:i

HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
NEED your house
cleaned?
Rel. if needed.
759-9031
978-6554

18,2 BR apts. 1-year
lease: 1BR $350.00,
2BR $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts
753-7559

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

Local Mail
Home Delivery
icsassy)
3mo.
$'11 Oa
3 mo.
6 me.- -352.50
6 me...---$60.00
I yr.---$19.06 1 yr.-4104.00

WARD ELKINS

Rest of KY/TN

(270) 753-1713
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3558
MP to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

Mirror & esslime

3 ow -.-..$711511

160
Home FurritNep
Bassett Sofa and
Loveseat, burgundy,
navy blue, dark green
8 gold stripes $550.2
burgundy recliners, 1
year old. $120 as. Call
227-0998 or 293-2179
if no answer leave
message
GREAT deal on a sectional couch with a sofa
bed and 2 recliners.
Like new from Rhodes
Furniture. Paid $3,000.
$975 436-5921.

I yr.-SliAlle
I Check

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 me.
1 yr.-.-.8145.118

Money Order

Visa

?VC

Name
I St Address
I .
1-City

Daytime Ph
1

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call(MO 763-1916

•

1
1
1
1
1
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1

am ----OILS, 1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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CLASSIFIEDS

4B • Tuesday, Jarman 15,2008

Hilldale Apartments
64 Hilldale Ln. #301, Hardin. KY
Murray Laden & !Mont...
Haarlem AA Sallee

Now Taking Applications
for 1.2 & 3BR apts

AN nal wet alvatited herein
subpart So dr Federal Fair
trttkil ma k,
• .•irig
r• •
aiwIlmr
• ,.t.
dm,
IMMAMon
tut bard on rate. na.,
handICIf.14111111.1.
national °non. or risen'
,make an, unit palerlimitatour.oir dr.:mina

NO CREDIT CHECK
Criminal history check required.

Call 1270437-4113
Mon - Fri_ • 8AM - 4PM
leual housing Oppiirtunity

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

riser 1.1.• rort,Itli.i.nrninatatn
r10 5ii rrotal sci,crtIsing
nlair bard on frit" in
.1.....btrrn ii lloor prorrCled
Orr keeral lain

I S1)5 leueuel Driie • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD I-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
hko

I
(

IS, will lUlot• toKI, a"rpt 1111
hi.I,
Asertisey
1,•• o 101
.• rut in loolatr
,orts art- hurt+, inlormrd
is all dwellanir• Ahern/n.1 arr
.11 rqual liar%
J • ,I•Nr
r„t

Apunments
alld Air

I .r lurthrr arv.r.lantr •11i1 Fair
AJterming
mazo.r1
n, .tallact \
Ron-c %lam 1711116404 till

ARM,

6
Office Hours /1 a.m. - 12 p.m.,
I p.m. to 4 p.m.
Property
LOG CABIN PKG & 1
ACRE LAKE
ACCESS WITH FREE
BOAT SLIPS ONLY
$89,900. New 2128 sf
log cabin Beautiful KY
Lake Excellent
financing Call
now 615-515-5550

PREMIER
DUPLEX 20R, 28A, 1 MINISTORAGE
year old. 2209 Bambi
•Inspe climate control
Lane, no pets
storage
(270)376-2746
'Security alarmed
(270)841-5653
*Safe & clean
FACULTY-STAFF
•We sell boxes,
Apartments
•We rent U-Hauls
University view,
753-9600
appliances. yard
mowed, Inc.*
Acreage
S500eno. 75380Y(,
FOR rent: 21311
1600 sq ft. prime loca• 307 acres in the
Duplex, 1302
Dr. Northwest part of
Lowe's
lion
,Valleywood S400/mo
Murray 293-2981
Calloway Co
761-7355
Approximately 1 mile
with
garage
car
2
NOW LEASING
Good for car from the new Hwy 80
heat
Apts
I. 28 3bedroorn
Great for horses, catdetailing or body shop
We accept Section
tle or farming
monthly
$500
8 vouchers
Owner will possibly
703-4768
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
2.000. sq ft newly divide Offered at
902 Northwood Dr
renovated commercial $3.900 per acre Call
Monday.
building for lease 605 Shannon lroes to see
Wednesday. Friday
12th St. Suite E. the plat
Phone 759-4984
270-761-5700/800Murray. 978-5133
Equal Housing
972-1394 CRYEspace
retail
Opportunity
or
OFFICE
LEIKE Realty Services
TOO el-800 648-6056 avertable Prime locaVAT4i for lease 83
UNIVERSITY Heights tion 753-2905.
acres available
farm
293-1480
accepting
Ares us now
Located
applications for 1 & 2 OFFICE space avail- for cash lease
4-5 miles southeast of
BR rental assisted able for rent or lease
at
limits
901 city
at
apartments SA,W- TH, Located
and
Shoemaker
8-230 1734 Campbell Sycamore St Approx
Rd 2 tobacco
St 759.2282 Hearing 1.600 sq ft Has park- Harmon
ing lot Gas. water & barns EiN: accepted
Impaired only 1 800
through January 31,
Equal electric paid
648-6056
753-5500 After hours Farm Lead*. PO Box
Houcind Opportunity
727. Hopionsville, KY
293-2098
42240-0727
kW**
1817 Maw sfiR 28A.
Newly remodeled. Mar
university $700 rent
753-9636
2. 3 & 4811 houses
deposit
&
Lease
required 753-4109
3/2 brick ranch on
Meiroie City utilities
and schools All OKInc 2 car verso.
Large fenced yard
New
central tIVAC system.
annual lease. Ray
270-767-0615
3811 IBA 306 S.-158I.
$490/mo. negotiable.
No pets 759-4876
.31311 28A. all appliances, C/H/A, Hazer
references
$525.
.
depos& no pets
270-753-1059
AktriliA, bordering
campus. newly remodeled 438-5085.
7814040
LARGE 3-4 bedroom
piaci apt Or CAMPUS
above Bradley Book
Company Available
January 86.1,550/mo
no pets (270)293-4602

AKC Registered Lab
Puppies 10 weeks old
Yellow and chocolate
and
0018
First
Excellent
wormed
bloodlines $100
731-247-5319
BOSTON Tomer/Rat
mix. S50
Terrier
(270)227-4872
DOG Obedience.
438-2858.
FEMALE rabbit tor
sale' Needs good
home Will sell cage
with hoe Nog on price
at
contact
Can
(270)293-7107
GREAT Pyrenees puppies Snow wrists. MC
Ready now. 753-5371
PEG 2-yr old male
Australian Shepherd.
Biack."Tan rev/hes-collar, stock build
I Ox 13x6' dog pen
(270)873-2106
(812)384-7030

WHEAT straw $3 rie
270-841-1806
bale
mob*, number

L tom
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7688
KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

("onterstorie
Realty & Rental
kental Pniperty &
Property Management
!set-she% as alibi*
Call 761-7355
!,,•-sersi,ermars usa

1850 St Rt 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&I Rt'N RES
1111\1-1 ORACE
r• nting
'iis 4th St

270-436-54%
270-2934*

!Seed to sell
your house?
all as

MURRAY Ssor and
Lock presently has
units avertable 7532905 or 753.7538

COTTAGE 2BR, gas
fireplace, good well
270-436-5011

will he

glad to Ad*
Men!" I nitn
270-754-tale

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORACHI
Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Coiled
*All

733-3853

LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat ramp.
$275,000.00. Call
753-2905 or 293-8595.
THREE bedroom 1
bath brick horns, with a
outbuilding,
shed,
tobacco barn and 8
Located in
acres
Hazel $115 000 00
Call 753-2905 or
293-8595

2005 Chevy Equinox
AWD, 75K miles,
$9.900.
2001 Chevy Z71 4
door. 1391(. 19.300
2001 Explorer Sport
97K, $5,100
2005 Taurus. 153K
road miles, $3,950.
270-705-5973
C&K
anytime
www.ckmolorsky.com

Murray Ledger & Times

[EEL.

Toyota
2005
33,000
Highlander
miles, 1 -owner, sunroof, 5-disc CD-player
interiors
leather
Excellent condition
753-7078
1989 Suburban 4
wheel drive 3rd row
seat Great truck, 110k
$4,000 080
978-3067

470
SM.

1990 Ford Ranger XLT.
2 3L four cylinder
engine, five speed
0.0. Needs oil pump
and inserts. Every
thing else good shape.
Nice. 753-4589,
227-5662
'90 red Chevy LWB
Silvered° 1500. V13.
tool box, towing package Great work truck.
753-7861,
$3,250
(270)293-6115.
83 Chevy Silvered°, 2Liter diesel, new paint.
Asking $1,200
(270)328-8099
Motors
PONTOON boat 28tt
with motor and trailer
$2.200 270-436-5011

Used Cars
95 Ford Crown Vic LX
clean, runs
91,500
good; $2.500 Call
270-767-1719.

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
landscaping &
Leal Vacuuming
Sal...faction guaranteed

BARBEROSA Cycles
LLC
AN service & repairs
270-382-2444
Aub Pats

95 Nissan Maxima
Black, 4dr . leather
interior. Asking $1.800
226-1350
1995 Toyota Corolla
Loaded, sunroof, good
condition, 35 mpg
759-9982 after 6PM

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606
'91 Chevy crew cab
pvu Hit front, for parts
only 350 TBI auto Can
install
95 Caravan 30 motor
& rebuilt trans Can
install 293-2557

753-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
sintx 1986
2003 Dodge Ram 1500
pickup Quad cab.
Silver, auto, air, looks
and runs good. 19,250.
270-436-5871.
270-293-9347
94 Chevy 1500 Ext
Cab 200.000
miles 350 V8 -- Great
condition $2800
(270) 804-3566

24 moult saimca
Res Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured

Morse
438-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work.
A-t Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044.
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
addrbons, decks
Hauling, clean up Junk.
Garage, yards,
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
ALL Carpentry.
Additions, Water &
Damage,
Termite
Decks & Mobile Horne
Repair. Larry hernmo
227-0587, 753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BEECHER'S
Handyman Service
Odd Jobs. Free estimates,(270)762-0910
DIXON _COMPUTER
CONNECTION
sr.1..
r
Ilium. tor
2711-227-10N'
26 ars slain it»

11CniglIt's
%IMMO
exp.

NADEAU'S
Construction
•F boring 'Decks
-Vinyl siding -All
Home Improvements
(270)973-2111
Licensed/Insured

MITAL 00
MURRAY
s" continuous Guam
Garage Door Smite &
Repair
Ormisr: Einq Mositsia
(270)293-11480

CRIATIVI
BUILDING

NEED HELP?

Metal bui1din,,qr,r
addititins, rerni,dcling
vinvl siding harthsood
flooring, conatic
Affordable rates
474-8555

Handyman Services.
All remodehn&
No job too sena.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

DAVIS Handyworks
Small home repairs.
garages. siding win
dows and doors, '
ing. No tob too sn;a.
(270)227-9484.
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks
293-5438
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured.
4-89-2839.

JOE'S JOBS

-.-3_43.4.4 • 227-5644

ROOF
Call a
professional
4 35-4645
SIMMONS'S
Carpentry &
Handyman Wore Free
estimates
270-519-8570

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
YEARRY'S Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267
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LEAKING?

THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
Readers
occur.
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and compamentioned
nies
herein are believed
to be reputable, The
I iamillon Granite
Murray Ledger &
Marble
Times, nor any of its
3301 St. Rt 121N. employees accept
753-8087
any responsibility
whatsoever for their
activities.
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